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Chairman’s Chat

The Editor’s View
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The Inside Line

010 will probably be a tough year
for me because I’ve had to have
hand surgery on both my hands.
I’m not out of commission, but chances are I probably won’t be doing a lot of
sport driving this summer. That really
sucks because I was looking forward
to participating in the track day at MG
2010. If you’ve never done a track day,
put down this issue right now and go
register for it on the convention website at www.mg2010.com!
I participated in a track day about
five or six years ago through the Phil
Wicks Driving Academy (Phil was a
former BMC rally driver in Minis). The
class was a lot of fun and it taught me
some car control techniques that have
saved my bacon a couple of times since
the class so it was worth every penny.
Do yourself and your MG a favor and
take the class!
Check out the overview of the
British Motor Trade Association conference later in this issue. The BMTA
has been growing by leaps and bounds
since its founding. This group has
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been opening the lines of communication between shop owners, the major
suppliers, magazines, and the national
clubs – focusing on improving quality
and growing the hobby – which is
in all our best interests. Also, check
out the interview with Robert Clark,
president of Clark & Clark Specialty
Products. Robert is the innovator who
has brought a lot of new products for
our MGs to market over the past few
years. Next month we’ll feature one of
his newest products that I’m sure will
be very popular.
Hopefully you’ll enjoy what we
have for you in this issue. Keep those
Readers Rides and submissions coming!

Robert
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By Peter Mittler, Vice Chairman MG 2010
By David Kinsey, Tidewater MG Classic Car Club

pring has finally arrived and, with
that, the summer MG driving
season is not far off. It is time to
checkout all of the little maintenance
items that you have been putting off.
If you plan on doing any long or even
short trips these tiny things if not attended to will leave you sitting by the
side of the road.
Many of us will be driving to MG
2010, for me that is a 1500+ mile round
trip by the time I figure in the trips I
will take once I get to Belleville. Before
I leave, I need to check my fluid levels,
belts, hoses, brakes, wiper blades and
tires just to start. By the way, how old
are you tires? Since we don’t drive our
MGs that many miles your tires may
look good, but how old are they? If
they are more that eight years old you
are riding on borrowed time.
You might want to consider packing a road trip kit that contains things
like basic tools, spare hoses, belts, a
flash light, a distributor cap, a rotor, a
spark plug wire, brake fluid, and motor
oil to name a few. For some reason, it
does seem to work out that spares you
pack are not the ones you need, but
perhaps someone traveling with may
need it.
In addition to those items, one
of the most helpful things you can
take along with you is NAMGBR’s
Mutual Aid Directory. Bruce Wyckoff
is putting the annual booklet together
for distribution to our members and

you should be receiving one soon. It
contains the names, phone numbers,
and location of follow members that
have agreed to assist other members
in need of help. It also contains a list
shops recommended by our members
that can service your car in the event
of a problem.
In closing, I want you wish a safe
and trouble free driving season. I look
forward to seeing you at MG 2010 this
June 23-27, for more information on
this year’s convention checkout www.
MG2010.com
Safety Fast!

Richard

On the Covers

Adjustable Oil Pressure Relief Valve

By Carl Gwyn, Sacramento Valley MG Car Club
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Ted’s 1966 MGB
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Pulling My Little Red Wagon

Front: Image composite using
Ryan & Annie Kubanoff’s 1974
MG Midget, (Gidget) of Yardley,
Pa., at the Olana Estate in
Hudson, NY.
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Interview with Robert Clark

Back: A group of MGs heading
to the British Marque Triathalon.
Remember take your MG hiking.

By Kim Cox, MG Owners Club of Northern California
By John Zeno & Ron Parks, MG Car Club, Southwestern Ohio Centre
By Robert Rushing, Editor
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Wayne Veatch 1967 MGB in Colorado 2009.
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The MGB Registrar

From the Treasurer

S

pring has arrived in North
America! As Mark Twain said, “In
the spring, I have counted 136
different kinds of weather inside of 24
hours.” My skis have been put away
until next winter and the MGs have
had their spring tuning in anticipation of warmer weather and spirited
evening drives.
Soon summer and MG 2010 will
be upon us. Have you made your
reservations for our premier NAMGBR
event of the summer? The members
of the MG Car Club of Toronto are
eager to welcome to you to Belleville,
Ontario, this June 23-27!
In addition to seeing you at MG
North American MGB Register
Profit & Loss • October 1, 2009 - March 17, 2010
Total
Income
CCard Fee
298.00
Dues
25,667.00
Miscellaneous Income
15.00
Regalia Sales
355.05
Shipping
22.95
2,400.00
Sponsorship
Total Income
Expenses
Advertising & promotion
Bank Credit Card Fees

$28,758.00

Bank Service Charges
Car Shows
CC Internet
Contributions
Insurance
Licenses and Permits
MGB Driver
Miscellaneous
Office
PayPal Fees
Postage and Delivery
Professional Fees
Purchases

63.46
2,075.00
116.80
50.00
90.00
26.00
17,355.21
1,037.64
1,031.65
81.39
1,048.11
2,100.00
1,245.82

Taxes Paid
Telephone
Travel
Total Expenses
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2,552.50
74.52

1,310.00
1,718.52
2,310.13
$34,286.75
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2010, we look forward to seeing you
this spring and summer at many of
the MG/British events listed in our
2010 Event Schedule in the inside back
cover of the MGB Driver. Drive Your
British Car Week is May 29 - June 6.
The NAMGBR Executive appreciates your enthusiasm for MGs and your
continued membership in your local
club and NAMGBR. We have NAMGBR
regalia including grille badges, lapel
pins, shirts, and key fobs available for
sale.
On the business side, for the first
half of our fiscal 2009-10 year, income
from dues renewals and sponsorships
have been similar to 2008-09. Expense categories of Advertising, MGB
Driver printing, postage, and professional fees have increased. NAMGBR
experienced a negative net income of
$5,040.01. The Financial Statement,
October 1, 2009 – March 17, 2010,
Profit & Loss statement accompanies
this article.

y friend, Colin Goodey, in
England who maintains the
J.U.L.E. Register* recently paid
a visit to Gaydon and the Heritage
archives. Basically he was searching
for the VIN number of the” English
L.E.” we featured in our Jan/Feb issue
of the MGB Driver. However, he had
no success, but he did find four black
MGB roadsters home market-built
since April 1980, but none of these cars
matched the specification of a Limited
Edition.
He did, however, find a consecutive series of Limited Edition numbers,
some 1428 in total, ranging from
520041 to 521569 all built between
March 28th and August 28th 1980. All
of these cars were in the records under
the heading of MGB Jubilee and all
were for the North American market.
(*J.U.L.E - Jubilee and Limited Edition
Register)

Alan

Net Operating Income
Other Income
Interest Income

-$5,528.75
488.74

Total Other Income

488.74

Net Other Income

$488.74

Net Income

-$5,040.01

Wednesday, Mar 17, 2010
12:33:41 PM GMT-6 - Cash Basis Kim
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A rare addition to the MGB Register

Member Dick Mullins achieved a
long time ambition recently when he
successfully imported a 1975 MGB/GT
Jubilee from England. This car was one
of the 750 produced to mark the anniversary of MG celebrating 50 years
1925-1975. Getting the car purchased
and getting it over here was full of triMGB Driver
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Ken Smith
MGB Registrar
als and tribulations, but Dick managed
it, and has promised to write up the
saga for the benefit of MGB Driver readers. Watch this space!

Memories of British Leyland paint

Richard Burmingham worked at a
British Leyland dealership in the late
70’s and recently had some pithy comments to make on the paint colors used
at that time while writing to a magazine! I quote: “Your remarks about the
dreadful Limeflower stuck a particular
chord. I would like to point
out that Limeflower was not
the ‘Luminous Green’ which
you describe but rather a
Heinz Thick Green Pea Soup
shade!
“Limeflower was applied
to just about everything that
moved down the production
lines from 1970 to 1973. Not
only did the Mini, Maxi,
Marina, and Allegro get the
treatment so did the MG
Midget, MGB, and MGB/GT,
also the 1100/1300 range.
Even the last of the Morris
Minors could be cursed with
Limeflower – a bit like giving
a faithful employee a Chinese watch
from the gas station instead of a gold
Accurist to commemorate 25 years service! The choice of interior color with
Limeflower was Navy (almost black)…
or Limeflower.
The luminous green you refer to
was called Citron and was introduced
in 1973 when it was applied to almost
7
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to prepare for the next season’s shows!

A Cautionary Tale

Finally, Anstruther MacFarlane
everything. It lasted only a couple of
who owns Canadian MGB Limited
years and was last seen heading for the
Edition #76 wrote to me how he came
history books on a ‘76 MGB/GT with
to own the car:
rubber bumpers.
Back in 1979 I had a 1979 MGB
Another later Leyland colorful
Mk IV which I had just purchased and
cock-up, was the 1978/9 application of
drove about quite merrily…right up
their vivid Pageant Blue to the Allegro
until the time my ex-wife informed
Vanden Plas 1500, especially if comme that she wanted half the proceeds
bined with the optional black vinyl
from the sale of the car! (Was it really
roof in addition to the standard rich
30 years ago Ken?)
tea biscuit colored velour upholstery.”
Anyway, I told her in no uncertain
(Now I don’t want any member
terms she could “Bu…er
who has an MGB or Midget with one of
Off”, or words to that effect, but
these colors to get upset – I just report
she had a much better
lawyer than me, so I
sold the MGB, gave her
half the value, then
went on my merry way
to drive a couple of
Japanese cars without
a further look back on
what I could have been
missing out on.
That was until
I went back home
to Scotland (where I
was born actually – I
wouldn’t have guessed
that Struther!) three
Dick & Marie Davis’ 1974 Mirage MGB
years ago and saw
much to my chagrin all
the facts!)
those lovely little sports cars driving
Mirage (or Mauve?)
around, and I decided right there and
Dick & Marie Davis own a 1974
then that I HAD to have another one
Mirage MGB and would like to contact
– in fact I was all set to go back the folother members who may own an MGB
lowing year, find a nice MGB and have
in this color. A search of the Register
it shipped over. A nice little right hand
database revealed only two other cars
drive would be nice and the chance
where the owners have stated their
of having it stolen would certainly dicar is in this color. We know from Jack
minish too. However, thinking about
Butler the Paint Foreman at Abingdon
it and the logistics of driving a right
that Mirage was a particularly difficult
hand drive car in a left hand driving
color to deal with, being very soft and
world made me eventually go out and
apt to go “spotty” if left in the rain
buy myself another 1979 MGB Limited
followed by sunshine. Yet the premier
Edition: Number 76 of 250 and since
winning car in the UK during the early
that is a distinctly Canadian version I
80’s was a Mirage MGB/GT V8 owned
won’t go there! Struther will be at Belby Bill Donaldson which took every
leville in June – look him up he’s quite
prestige prize on offer! A very difficult
a character!
color to show, and every winter Bill
Reminds me of the chap in
would totally strip the car down to baEngland who some years ago went
sics, engine out, underside coated etc.
8
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Bill Sapp’s
1974 MGB
recently hit the 400,000 mile mark.

through a bitter divorce when his wife
claimed the MGB as part of the settlement. He moved out of the home and
told her she could have the car. When
they came to pick it up, the car was up
on blocks, and the wheels had been removed! And this was an MGB/GT V8!!
She got the car, but not the wheels, and
they’re not cheap!

Long Distance MGB

Bill Sapp down there in South
Carolina writes to tell me that his 1977
MGB recently turned the speedo over
to 400,000 miles on a recent jaunt to
Savannah, Georgia.
Also my old friend Doug Forquer
now living in Tennessee reminds me
that he has owned “Junior” his 1964
MGB for nearly 46 years having purchased it in December 1963.
Finally – Thanks to all of you who
inquired after my health following
back surgery. I’m doing OK, day by
day, but the problem will preclude me
attending MG 2010 in Canada. Hope
you all have a great time!

New Registrations:
George Chace - 80 MGB
Paul Merriam -75 MGB
Paul McRoy - 72 MGB
Gus Gresh - 80 MGB LE
Michael Johnston - 79 MGB
Van Moore - 73 MGB
John Estock - 79 MGB
Dick Norman - 67 MGB
Tom Douglass - 71 MGB/GT
Donald Sharland - 71 MGB
Doug Forquer - 64 MGB & 67 MGB/GT
Michael Harrison - 72 MGB/GT
Derek Brayley - 76 MGB
Robert Madison - 69 MGB
Stan Brown - 79 MGB LE
Tom & Carol Pfister - 79 MGB
David Renner - 63 MGB
Dick Mullins - 75 MGB/GT UK Jubilee
Donald Sharland - 71 MGB
Tom Douglass - 71 MGB/GT
Doug Forquer - 64 MGB & 67 MGB/GT
Michael Harrison - 72 MGB/GT
Derek Brayley - 76 MGB

Ken

MGB Driver
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Midget Register

Letters to the Editor

Photo provided by Bob Swetzer

Midget Registrar Bob Swetzer in his 1968 Mk. III Midget at the
British-Euro Auto Tour (B.E.A.T.) arriving in Prescott, Arizona

By Bob Swetzer

T

he Midget Register has been
coming along well. As of now, we
have twelve newly registered cars,
including that of our chairman. This
is not bad considering the paucity of
Midgets currently on the road. Cost
of repair versus resale value of these
cars gave rise to this phenomenon,
with many Midgets consigned to the
junkyard. When I restored my 1968
Mk. III in 1994, there were twelve or
thirteen Midgets in a local scrap yard
from which I could rescue parts; now
there are none.
We have made it easier to apply for
registration in the Midget section of
our website, but we still have to update
the International Midget and Sprite
section. This will be done once

10

I work out an arrangement with the
Midget and Sprite Club in the United
Kingdom.
After I took over the Midget
Register, there was some discussion
about including Austin-Healey Sprites.
I have not done this because both U.S.
Austin-Healey Clubs maintain Sprite
registers.
Bob

The latest Midget registrations:
Don Campbell, Buhl, Idaho, 1965 Mk. II
Bryan Durham, Glenburn, ND, 1963 MkI
Lance Kochen, Ocala, Fl, 1972 MkIII
Richard Liddick, Glen Arm, Md, 1976 1500
Joseph Mankowitz, Toronto, Ca, 1974 MkIII
Jack Orkin, Grayson, Ga, 1974 MkIII
Jeff Van Dyke, Hudsonville, Mi, 1963 MkI

MGB Driver
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Dear Members,
When, nearly one year ago, as the
Michigan economy was collapsing and
my wife Caroline’s health failing, we had
no option but to cease full-time business.
During the following seven months I cared
for Caroline as the cancer sapped her
strength, but never her will. Spending increasingly greater time with her at home, I
simply could not attend to business.
We sent notices to our customers
thanking them for their years of support.
We sent notices to our suppliers; we discharged our employees with severance; we
had an auction to sell off shop equipment
and MG memorabilia.
Caroline died in January. As I pondered my future, I could not escape the
undeniable fact: MG is my destiny. We are
now re-awakening University Motors.
My son, Brooks, has taken his mother
Caroline’s place in the office, we have two
of our original mechanics back at work,
and we are working to re-invigorate University Motors. We offer bench, line, and
restoration services, as well as MG education via DVDs and technical seminars,
on-site and off-site. Our new website will
be online soon. We are not yet at speed but
we are on the entrance ramp to full time
business.
Our old advertisements read: A
lifelong dedication to the marque. That
statement is as true today as it was when
we first used it. Thanks to all who have
supported us through this very dismal
and heartrending time. We hope to be of
service to you during your MG ownership.
John Twist , Brooks Twist
University Motors Ltd
John, I think I speak for everyone
by saying how we are glad to see you
“back in action” and wish you and
Brooks nothing but good fortune!
Ken Smith received the following
letter:
Hi Ken,
I hope you are well. I am writing to
your as I have recently created an online

MGB Driver
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multimedia history of the MG in America
which I thought might be of interest to
your MG friends across the sea. See it at:
www.mg-heritage.co.uk/america
If you know of anyone who has an
MG web site, we’d be happy for them to
add a link to this site. If you need to contact me for any reason, please reply to this
e-mail and I shall try and respond as soon
as possible. Best wishes, —Alan Jabez
It’s a very interesting site with a
lot of great pictures.
Robert,
Concerning the car emblems on the
truck on page 13 of Volume 20, #2 of the
MGB Driver, I also have a R/B B and have
the F/G rear bumper. I have done away
with the tag bracket and like the solution
by Ken Smith. I thought of this also, but
the emblems I located were 2.25” X 1.25”
. I located a Union Jack screw mount
badge on a Mini site (size 2.5” X 1.5”).
This is ideal, but I cannot locate another badge for the other side. The Stars
& Stripes flag would be ideal or maybe
a St. Patrick’s. Would you attempt to
locate where Ken got his emblems? I have
Googled many places but no luck on the
US flag. Any help or suggestion on supplier will be appreciated.
—Kelly Stevenson #2-1175
Ken responds:
Hello Kelly!
Robert forwarded your inquiry about
the badges on page 13 of the last issue
of the MGB Driver. If you look again at
the text you will see that this LE car was
based in Holland and that it was not my
own personal vehicle! The best place I can
suggest to obtain a suitable badge would
be Triple-C in York, Pennsylvania. They
have a web site and I’m sure Phil Cooke
could come up with something to suit your
needs. Thanks for your note....Ken Smith
Hello,
I was thumbing through my new
issue of MGB Driver (very nice – thank
11

Letters to the Editor
Photo provided by Bud Alkema

Bud Alkema’s early 1974 modified MGB being polished.

you) and came across a question posed to
Ken Smith that I can answer. His question was “where is the University of the
Pacific”. UOP, a fine private school, is
located in Stockton, California. Could you
forward this along to him?
Thanks, —Jim Helmich

the state. My club affiliation is Valley
British Auto Club, including Fresno,
Visalia, and surrounding area. My early
‘74 MGB is GHN5UE0343183G. (A few
modifications make it look more like an
earlier model, just because I like the look
better.) —Bud Alkema

Thanks for the kind words and
the reply, Jim

Thanks Bud – you have a very
nice car!

Robert,
This is mostly for Ken Smith, but I
could not find his e-mail address. Ref. the
March / April issue of the MGB Driver, by
now you have probably gotten all kinds of
mail letting you know that the University
Of The Pacific (UOP, a private university)
is headquartered in Stockton, California,
with campus connections around the
Sacramento, San Francisco area.
Stockton is located in the northern
part of the San Joaquin Valley, a humongous valley that runs down the center of
12

Karen Timian, newsletter editor
for the Arizona MG Club passed this
along from one of her members that
has created some videos on projects
that he has performed:
The videos cover dashboard removal,
windshield frame removal and disassembly, refitting glass, reassembly and
reinstallation. These are a very large set of
files covering two days work in about 50
minutes of run time. They are not the kind
of videos you’d want to watch for enterMGB Driver
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tainment but for anyone that is unsure of
how to get the job done they should help.
You should be able to view and save them
from my website at http://www.adkison.
name/mgb/repair-videos/ —Ken Adkison
And now an excellent word of
warning from Jack Feldman:
Robert,
Got the latest issue yesterday and settled down to enjoy it today. I just stopped
at page nine. How could anyone show a
picture of someone working on an engine
with a dangling scarf over the engine?
Running or not, it just isn’t done.
Perhaps you could publish a list of
don’ts when working on your car. I remember thinking I didn’t have to take off my
watch when I working on my Sprite. It
shorted out the battery, I got burned.
Nothing dangling, nothing to short
out the electrics, if you have long hair be
sure it is under a cap or tied down, and
definitely use jack stands when working
under a car. When I was one of a crew
working on a car to be sold at a raffle, one
of the folks I was working with said he had
to go be with his 33 year old son. It seems
his son was going to have his second hip
replacement. His son was working on a car
without jack stands and it fell, crushing
his hips.
The machine shop course I took
showed us a film on safety, and one shot
that I can’t forget was of a bloody tangle of
hair that had got caught in a lathe!
Sorry, if I am rambling on, but that picture
set me off.
Thanks for letting me rant.
Your work is outstanding.—Jack Feldman
1969 MGC
1972 MGB/GT
1960 Healey 3000
Jack is absolutely right, although
the picture was done in the spirit
of fun, it’s never a waste of time to
focus on safety!
Dear MGB Driver,
The Future of the MG Sports Car
Looks Dim! Since the Chinese purchased
the MG Company from an underfunded
MGB Driver
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and totally impossible British consortium
the question of the future of this Sports
Car dynasty has been questionable.
Today that question seems to have been
answered.
All production has been centered on
what is left of the Longbridge factory and
that ain’t much as about 70% of the original site is now being developed for a commercial New Town activity with Condo’s,
shops and all the other delights of any
twenty first century development. From
August 2008 through to November 2008
about 250 MGTF cars were produced.
Then nothing happened until May 2009
when another 400 vehicles came out of
Longbridge. Since then there has been no
further production but it is rumored that
a final batch of another 400 cars will be
ready for the market in 2010.
If my calculations are correct that
makes a total of just over a thousand
cars in three years. After that there are
no plans to produce any more MG Sports
Cars. In fact the powers that be have
indicated that the market for such cars is
now over supplied by the US and European
competition.
In a way that’s understandable, the
MGTF is now sixteen years old, almost
identical to the life span of the MGB
which was out of date after its first ten
year run! Today the MGTF has no chance
of competing with the new modern sports
cars that are available to the market even
if you are as old as me and remember the
launch of the MGTD!
However, for those of us who still
have the spirit of MG running through
our veins be assured that the name will
continue in the form of some rather nice
two and four door vehicles designed for the
Chinese business man and his shopping
wife. The sales of such vehicles have been
increasing each month in China.
Kimber must be turning in his grave,
but perhaps not as he always wanted MG
to be a name associated with both family
and sports cars. At least he has achieved
50% of his dream. —Geoff Wheatley
Thanks for the update, Geoff
13

MG 2010
What’s the best route to take?
By Peter Mittler,
Vice Chair, MG 2010

Y

our MG is packed, lubed, and
gassed. Detailed, daily event
information is available on-line at
www.mg2010.com/events and is summarized below.

MG 2010 Event Schedule

Wednesday, June 23:
Registration - 4:00-8:00pm in the
Prince Edward Room at the Ramada
Inn.
Hospitality Suite - 7:30-10:30pm
in the Park Ballroom at the Ramada
Inn with a Meet & Greet & Recognition of First Timers - Complimentary
Refreshments. (All Registrants are
welcome to attend)

Thursday, June 24

Registration - 7:30am-7:00pm
in the Prince Edward Room at the
Ramada Inn
Loyalist Wine & Cheese Tour 9:00am-2:00pm - A Directed Drive
through Prince Edward County (To
help us organize this event, please indicate on the Registration Form if you
plan to attend)
Self-Directed Theme drives - All
Day - The Arts Trail, The Taste Trail,
The Waterfront Trail (wineries, arts
and crafts, antiques, Loyalist history,
marine - maps & brochures in your
registration kit)
Tech Sessions 9:00am | 10:30am |
2:00pm | 3:30pm - at the Ramada Inn
Undercoverwear Lingerie/Spa
Party - 1:00-6:00pm in the Victoria
Room at the Ramada Inn
Mary Kay Cosmetics Demonstration - 2:00pm in the Enterprise Room
at the Ramada Inn
Loyalist BBQ Dinner - 6:308:30pm on the Patio at the Ramada
Inn
14
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Friday, June 25

Registration - 7:30am-7:00pm
in the Prince Edward Room at the
Ramada Inn
Track Day at Shannonville Race
Course - 9:00am-5:00pm (Limited to
the first 80 cars to register)
Self-Directed Theme drives - All
Day - The Arts Trail, The Taste Trail,
The Waterfront Trail (wineries, arts
and crafts, antiques, Loyalist history,
marine - maps & brochures in your
registration kit)
Tech Sessions 9:00am | 10:30am |
2:00pm | 3:30pm - at the Ramada Inn
Ladies Bus Tour of Prince Edward
County - 10:00am-4:00pm (limited
numbers)
Air Force Museum Tour and Pub
Night Dinner - 6:30-10:30pm at CFB
Trenton (limited numbers)

Saturday, June 26

MG 2010 Car Show - 10:00am3:00pm on the grounds of the Ramada
Inn
Photography, Model & Craft
Competition- 10:00am-3:00pm at the
Ramada Inn
Valve Cover Races - 10:00am3:00pm on the grounds of the Ramada
Inn
Sterling Silver Jewellery Show &
Sale - 10:00am-3:00pm at the Ramada
Inn
Ladies Afternoon Tea - 1:303:00pm at the Ramada Inn (limited
numbers)
MG 2010 Awards Banquet - 6:309:30pm in the Park Ballroom at the
Ramada Inn

Sunday, June 27

Breakfast and good-byes.
If you are planning to come a
week early for the MG Vintage racer
events at Mospost, please refer to their
website for further information http://
www.mgvr.org/.
15

MG 2010
You have your
passport, sun screen,
umbrella (for sunshade
of course), cooler for
snacks and drinks, GPS,
hands-free cellular
communications and/or
CB radios, and no radar
detectors or firearms. So
what routes can you take
to Belleville, Ontario?
From the east you
may take 401, but you
are really missing some
of the best driving in
Ontario if you do that.
We strongly recommend
that you take Highway
2 and the 1000 Island
Parkway from Ogdensburg, New York, or from
Interstate 81, to Kingston, then pick up The
Loyalist Parkway (Highway 33) west of Kingston
and take it through
Picton into Belleville. It
is a beautiful leisurely
drive along the St. Lawrence River with lots of
places to stop and visit.
The ferry at Glenora is
free and operates every
15 minutes from 6am to
1:15am.
Eastern Ferry Route:
The adventurous might
consider making it a

Belleville from the North
From the east

To Belleville from Cape Vincent

Buffalo to Belleville

three ferry day from Cape Vincent,
New York, to Wolfe Island, then the
Wolfe Islander Ferry to Kingston and
then the Loyalist Parkway using the
Glenora Ferry to Belleville. It is slower,
but a fun experience that our MGCCT
group has done a couple of times.
From the south or west you will
have to deal with Toronto traffic.
There are three routes you can take:
The QEW (Queen Elizabeth Way) and
403 to 401 from the Niagara area, the
401 from Windsor-Detroit area, or the
402-401 combination form Sarnia.
Approaching from the south
means you are coming through Buffalo or Niagara Falls. There are many
things to see and do on the Canadian
side of the border along the Niagara
River and of course Niagara Falls is a
must see. However, to get from there
to Belleville you pretty much have
to use the highway and go through
Toronto. Try to time your passage
through Toronto between 11am and
3pm. You may be tempted to take the
407 ETR, but if you do be prepared to
pay the bill when you get home. They
will photograph your rear plate. It will
cost about $26.00 from one end to the

other. We recommend you avoid it.
From the west you will come
through Windsor-Detroit or Sarnia.
Most people find the Sarnia crossing
to be faster and less congested. For
speed take 402 to 401 and 401 to Belleville. However, the Sarnia route also
places you further north where you
can choose an east-northeast ziz-zag
route through rural western Ontario
(Waypoints: Sarnia, Stratford, Arthur,
Orangeville, Uxbridge, Port Perry,
Bethany, Keene, Campellford, Stirling,
Belleville). This will bypass Toronto to
the north using Secondary Highways
and paved county roads. It is impossible to give you the ‘best’ route for this
because the choices are too numerous.
Expect to take 7 hours to do this 500
km route.
From the north: If you are coming
down from Sault Ste Marie/Sudbury we
suggest taking Highway 17 to North
Bay, Highway 11 to Huntsville, Highway 60 through Algonquin Park to
Whitney, Highway 127 to Maynooth
then Highway 62 to Belleville.
So there you have it. We look forward to seeing you in Belleville!

To Belleville from Sarnia
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2010 BMTA Conference

Pete Cosmides, leads the meeting and discussing issues.
By Robert Rushing

T
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he eighth annual conference of
the British Motor Trade Association took place February 19-21 in
Philadelphia. This year’s focus was
on expanding markets and bringing
younger people into the British car
trades and hobby. For those of you
who aren’t familiar with the BMTA, it
is an industry trade group organized to
keep British car ownership fun and affordable. Their goal is to bring together
restoration and service shops, dealers, Motorcar Garage in Shadetree, New Jersey.
parts manufacturers and rebuilders,
extensive collection of MG memoparts suppliers, magazines, national
rabilia. Once the tour was complete,
car clubs, and major event organizers
dinner was provided by Engel Imto discuss parts and service quality,
ports/Terry’s Jaguar Parts along with
promotion of the hobby, the latest
a discussion given by Ed Sweeney and
tools, and best industry practices.
Erika Matawick on hiring and involvAfter introductions and general
ing younger people in the British car
discussion, attendees loaded onto a
business and hobby – and they should
chartered coach for a trip to the first
know since both were born after MGs
of three shop tours that were part of
and Triumphs were last imported here.
the conference this year. Shop tours
On Friday evening, a special
have become an integral part of the
session was held that was open to
conference since it helps give other
the public. Carl Heideman gave an
shop owners ideas on what works and
what doesn’t, as well as give suppliers a overview of what the mission for the
better understanding of the challenges BMTA is and special guest Mike Cook,
former British-Leyland, Triumphthey face.
Jaguar public relations manager, gave
The first stop was at Motorcar
a speech on his career and adventures
Garage in Maple Shade, New Jersey,
in the British car industry of the 1960’s
owned by Pete Cosmides and Ed Sweethrough the 1980’s.
ney. Everyone was shown around their
On Saturday morning, the atshop and was able to check out Pete’s
tendees were treated to breakfast by
19
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2010 BMTA Conference

Ragtops & Roadsters in Perkasie, Pa. 2 story
shop. The Saturday lunch stop was here.

A small portion of the Automotive Museum.

sters. Owners Mike Engard and Dave
Hutchinson provided guided tours of
their impressive two-story shop. The
upper floor used for electrical, interior,
and finish work while their huge
basement is where all the heavy
mechanical and rebuilding
work takes place.
After a lunch sponsored by
Hemmings Sports & Exotic Car
Magazine, the group made their
way to the next destination, Triumph Rescue and British Wiring
in Bally, Pennsylvania, where
owner Matt Bakes gave a tour
of his shop and discussed how
he acquired his second business
(British Wiring), integrating it
in to his shop, as well as diversifying his business with minor
Matt Bakes, fields questions about his business and
surviving in a tough economy.
service work on modern cars.

Hagerty Insurance before boarding the
bus again for a trip to Perkasie, Pennsylvania, for a visit to the second shop
of the weekend – Ragtops and Road-
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great opportunity for all those in
attendance to network and share
their ideas in an amazing setting
and with some spectacular cars.
On Sunday morning, Greg
Albers of Bentley of Zionsville, Indiana, held a discussion on what
it takes to transition a business
to the second generation. After a
brunch sponsored by Classic Motorsports Magazine, Gordy Fitch
of Hagerty Insurance talked about
the new shop insurance program
that Hagerty has developed as
well as taking general questions
about proper insurance coverage
for businesses, general liability,
Dr. Fred Simone, founder of the Automotive Museum. and how to handle claims.
This was the first conference
After a short stop back at the hotel,
I attended as it was for Kim & Charles
the group gathered at the Simeone
de Bourbon who helped represent
Automotive Museum for a private tour
NAMGBR and the MG Council of Regand a dinner sponsored by Moss Moisters. We found a lot of enthusiasm in
tors and Victoria British. The founder
this group and it was clear that all the
of the museum, Dr. Fred Simeone,
businesses involved with the confergave a speech about his collection and
ence were just as passionate about the
how it all came about over the years.
hobby as we are. For more information
A special display of locally owned
concours-level cars were brought in for on the BMTA, check out their website
at www.britcar.org.
the night just for the BMTA. It was a
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1974½ MGB Register
Sunshine Roof

I

t was the summer of 1986 and I was
on a street corner in Glastonbury,
England waiting for our tour group
outside the hotel. I was all of 18 years
old and the proud owner on a ‘79
MGB back in California. Imagine my
delight when down the street came
a later model MGB/GT. It pulled up
right across the street from where I was
standing and the owner quickly darted
inside the building. Without hesitation, I crossed over to get a closer look.
I’d seen plenty of GTs at home through
the years, but never one with rubber
bumpers not to mention the peculiar
deck-chair interior of the UK cars. I
really liked the look of the bumpers
on that body style, it seemed to suit
it perfectly. Before long, the owner
came out and we briefly exchanged
pleasantries before he jumped in and
fired it up. It was then and only then I
noticed he had a sliding ragtop or ‘sunshine roof’ as they seem to be called
over there. Right on cue with the first
peek of sunshine that day, he slid
back the roof with a simple flick of the
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Scott Perry
1974½ Registrar
handle and off he went. I was so impressed in that moment, the car and
that visual are still etched in my mind
some 23 years later. Without a doubt,
I’d just seen what was the ‘ultimate’
MG for me.
Fast forward many years and
many MG roadsters later. Rubber
bumper GTs don’t grow on trees out
here and I don’t think I’d come across
any until MG 2007. It was there I saw
a Teal Blue one and decided the time
was right to start a search for one of
my own. Naturally I had the sliding
roof in mind when hatching this plan,
it just had to be. Initially I looked
into importing one of the last GTs
produced, a UK-spec car, with a roof already fitted but the cost and potential
legal hassles seemed too daunting.
Being aware of the ‘74.5 cars
(and their rarity here), I decided that
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would still be the quickest means to
my end. It would be over a year before
I found one in Atlanta, Georgia from
a fellow ‘MGB Experience’ member.
I purchased that car under the caveat
that I wouldn’t cut a hole in the roof
until I had the car at least six months
just to be sure it was the right thing
to do and I felt I could ‘correctly’ do
it. I kept my eyes open for a roof (good
luck) with little more than a nibble
here and there, mostly on used units
with missing pieces or tired/overpriced
junk. I was steadfast, it had to be the
‘right’ roof or I wouldn’t do it.
I found out that Webasto roofs are
being made again on the original tooling in the UK. I went back and forth
with them in terms of sample material,
photos and pricing, but I felt it would
look too much like a modern roof on
a vintage car when I was done. Close
but not close enough. I’d pretty much
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shelved the idea until I came across
a guy in Arizona who had a few NOS
(new, in the box) Britax/Weathershield
units left. I burned up the phone line
to him when I came across his ad. He
sent me all the details and photos for
comparison. I’d compiled a folder
of my own over the previous 2 years
with every original car I could find
fitted with a sliding roof. With that
I had a pretty good handle on what
was period-correct and what ‘properly
installed’ looked like. I knew I’d struck
gold when I compared the images and
measured my roof, this was it!
What really clinched it for me was
a stock photo I had of a new ‘75 GT fitted with the exact same roof. I ordered
one straight away. A few weeks and a
certain amount of $$$ later, the ‘kit’
arrived. I had visions of installing the
roof myself but when I spread out all
the various bits and pieces, I knew it
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Reader’s Ride

Sunshine Roof

was over my head. Here I had all these
polished stainless rails, a template, the
perfect wind deflector and a bag full
of rivets, nuts, etc. I’d come this far so
I decided to wait for an installer I was
comfortable with. Where I’d find him,
I had no clue.
Months passed and the kit collected dust, I’d half-resigned myself to
not going through with it at all. One
day I decided to put another feeler
out, this time to another top outfitter I
came across in Nevada. He directed me
to a guy named Cruz in South Gate,
California (about an hour from me)
who ran a shop called Sunroof Performers. He had it on good authority
that he was my best source. I rang him
the second I got that e-mail and after
speaking with Cruz a few minutes, I
realized I’d found my installer. It turns
out he was a factory trainer for Britax
back in the 70s and 80s. He was so
good at installing these tops, the factory trusted him to train its dealers in
various countries. Wow, what a find!
I scheduled the soonest appointment I could and within a week I was
at his door. Once there, I pulled out
my kit, the parts and miscellaneous
bits to go over things before I let him
go for it. The good news was he was
so familiar with this particular kit he
didn’t even need the instructions. The
bad news was we quickly determined
24

a key piece was missing...the template!
He scratched his head for a second
and said ‘I just might have an original metal one up in the rafters of the
shop...’ What seemed like an hour of
waiting was rewarded with ‘yeah, it’s
up here...we’re all set!!” Imagine my
relief.
The next day, barely 24 hours after
I dropped it off, my home phone rang
and I could see it was him. He said it
wouldn’t be ready for a couple of days
so when I saw it was him calling, I was
a bit concerned. A lost part? Something broke? Nope, he had it finished
and it was ready for pick up. With the
weather about to change, he bumped
it to the front of the line so I could get
ahead of the rain. Needless to say I was
thrilled and when I got back his shop
and saw the car, it seemed surreal. I
couldn’t believe how beautiful the car
looked and turned out. I guess I never
thought the day would come. After a
quick rundown of how he installed it,
he gave me the operational pointers
and off I went. Just like that! It’s nice
and tight, well-built, and just gorgeous. What a difference it makes in
the look and feel of the car, I’m so glad
I went to the trouble to not only do it,
but do it right. Now I’m driving my
‘ultimate’ MG.
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By Mike Comas
Greater Pittsburg MG Club

M

y 1973 MG Midget was acquired for a rebuild by “Dave”
from Chicago, who spent the
next several years doing a stellar job
of meticulous body restoration. I have
his scrap book of nearly 100 photos
showing the project. It’s painted with
a modern paint with a base coat/clear
coat - Ford Oxford White YZ. The
painter is a former professional, now
in another line of work; however,
he will on occasion do a ‘spray’ for a
friend – especially if he finds the car
interesting and he liked the Spridget!
I read once that many British motor
industry designers/engineers of the
50’s, 60’s, and 70’s were former WW
II-era aircraft engineers. That seems
plausible and it kind of shows in the
cockpit and rakish exterior angles
and lines.
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Memories of . . .
MG 95, MG 2000, MG 2005
Photo provided by Jai Deegan

(Editor’s Note:
Last year we
started a new
series in the
May/June issue
to highlight
memories of
the conventions
5, 10, and 15
years prior. Rick
Ingram, Bruce
Wyckoff, Tony
Burgess, and Jai
Deagan remiJai Deagan at the Bonneville Salt Flats.
nisce about all
the fun they had.
that includes such notables Marilyn
Hopefully this will give those of you who
Monroe and Frank Sinatra. The setting
have not been able to make it to a convenwas a beautiful choice for this event.
tion an idea of the lasting memories you
The views of the lake that this area is
can gain by attending.)
named after are quite breathtaking.
There were many casinos to visit,
MG 95 – Lake Tahoe
smaller and more intimate than the
Jai: MG 95 was the first NAMGBR
ones in Las Vegas. There were tours
convention to be convened in the
you could take of the scenic country
western part of the United States. It
side and a visit to the National Car
was held in Lake Tahoe at the Cal-Neva Museum in Reno. I have heard there
Resort. “Westward Ho” was catch
will be a tour of this museum at the
phrase for this event. Driving to this
event in 2011 and it would be fun to
event was not in the cards, a flight into revisit this site.
Reno and a rental car would have to
Monday was a day for folks to get
do. Something that did make the drive
a heads up from the host club on the
exciting was the 8-10 foot high snow
activities of the next several days and
beside the road in the higher elevaget their cars ready for the show. The
tions. While we do get snow in Michicar show was held on Tuesday down
gan it is usually gone by the middle of
the road at the Village Green at Incline
March, this was near the end of June.
Village. Being a green city before
Weather at the resort however was very anyone knew what green meant, put
nice. The Sacramento Valley MG Car
plastic under the cars on display in the
Club did a wonderful job putting the
lovely park so as to not mark their teractivities together.
ritory as MGs are known to do. Later in
The Cal-Neva is an interestthe afternoon there was plenty of free
ing location and gets its name from
time to take in the sites or just sit back
the fact that it sits on the state line
and relax.
between California and Nevada and
Wednesday was a day to enjoy the
even has a line painted on the bottom
sites and visit many interesting places.
of the swimming pool show what state
There were tours and a rally and a
you’re in. The lodge has a rich history
side trip to Virginia City to fill your
MGB Driver • May / June 2010
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day. The evening held an auction and
dinner with all sorts of prizes going
to the attendees. Thursday was a full
day with swap meet, Funkhana, Tech
Sessions, and the awards banquet. Another exciting and interesting venue
for a show – an enjoyable site made
even more enjoyable sharing it with
wonderful MG folks.
Bruce: As a family, MG 1995 was
the first convention that we traveled to
without our MG. Our son, Wayne was
eight years old and I’m afraid too big to
travel in the back seat of the MGB/GT
like in 1994 to Washington D.C. So we
packed up the minivan and made the
four-day journey out to Lake Tahoe.
When we arrived at the Cal-Neva
Resort, host hotel for the convention,
we noticed a dotted line that seemed
to be everywhere in the hotel and included the swimming pool. The hotel
straddled California and Nevada and
the dotted line indicated which state
you were in.
One of the side trips we took while
at the convention was a visit to the
location where they shot the Bonanza
TV series, as someone who watched
Bonanza while growing up; this was
an excellent chance to relive your
childhood. We also made a trip to
Incline Village to eat breakfast and do
a little shopping / site seeing while we
were there.
Show day found us traveling to the
Village Green, the location for the car
show. The park was an ideal location
for the show with the tall pine trees
and the beautiful scenery. Time flew
by while we were at the Cal-Neva and
before we knew it, it was time to return
home. The trip back included a detour
to South Dakota where we toured
Mount Rushmore and stopped at the
famous Wall Drug. We are looking for
to returning to the area next year as
attendees of MG 2011.
Rick: The convention in 1995,
held at the Cal-Neva Lodge on north
Lake Tahoe was a great experience for
MGB Driver
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us! It was our first multiple day road
trip in the MGB. Jean and I drove in
our 1978 MGB from St Joseph, Illinois to St Louis, Missouri where we
met up with Robin Weatherall and
Mike Satur. The four of us (Robin and
Mike in Robin’s “1967 MGB V8” then
continued on to Russell, Kansas where
Scott Williams (and his 1974-1/2 MGB/
GT) joined us. Our first day of travel
ended at Limon, Colorado for a night’s
rest. The following day we headed for
Salt Lake City, Utah where Ian Pender
joined our group in his 1978 MGB V8.
Our third day of travel took us to Reno,
Nevada (as in Las Vegas, what happens
in Reno stays in Reno; let it suffice to
say that this is where Robin earned his
nickname of “Sir Lostalot” and that a
good time was had by all.) The fourth
day of our westward journey was an
easy one from Reno to the Cal-Neva
resort on north Lake Tahoe.
The convention was a good one;
the Cal-Neva packed with history (and
perhaps some ghosts) of Frank Sinatra,
the Rat Pack, Marilyn Monroe, and
other great entertainers. (Jean and I
stayed in the small cabin that Miss
Monroe always stayed in. I found out
years later that had I pulled some of
the carpet up, I would have found
a trap door that led to a tunnel that
connected the cabin to the main hotel
building.) The car show was at a nearby park and provided me with my first
experience of needing to place plastic
barriers under the car to collect oil
drippings. Another plus was being able
to meet enthusiasts from west of the
Rockies with whom I had yet to cross
paths. The four day event ended much
too quickly, and we found ourselves
back on the road. Ian picked up a travel
buddy (Paul from the UK); we took
“the loneliest highway in America”
across Nevada (and have some great
video to prove how hot it was!). Our
trip home mirrored the trip out, but we
made it in three days rather than four
due to work obligations.
My experiences with the road trip
to MG 95 proved the reliability of my
27
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Memories
MGB and allowed me to see a
lot of America that I would not
have experienced otherwise!

MG 2000
Cleveland,Ohio

Jai: “Cleveland Rocks,
MGs Roll” was the catch phrase
for MG 2000. The Emerald
Necklace MG Register had
lots of activities for attendees
to choose from. This event involved
some precipitation, well no, it involved
a lot of rain. Some of the activities had
to be moved around a bit due to the
weather, but those who kept a cool
head were able to enjoy themselves.
There were ample opportunities
to drive to the various sites to be seen,
including the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame, the Flats, and the Cuyahoga
Valley Tour. Cleveland has a very nice
transit system that allowed you to
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leave your car in the parking lot and
leave the driving to someone else.
There was even a boat tour around
the area that gave a different view
of the city and a pretty good view of
a thunderstorm moving in. A silent
auction and MG Olympics allowed
those so inclined to test the strength
of their checkbook or skills with common MG parts and tasks against others
who felt the need to engage in feats of
strength. There were several different
Tech Sessions where John Twist would
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take a look and listen at your car and
give advice or help with issues of the
moment.
The car show was held at Burke
Lake Front Airport, in the parking lot
of the terminal building. In addition
to looking at the cars on display, the
R & R Hall of Fame was nearby along
with shopping opportunities, a science
museum, and a WWII submarine. This
airport was also the site of Indy Car
race for a number of years. In 2000,
it was to occur some weeks after our
visit, but preparations were already underway. At this time it was still possible
for pilots to be admitted to the control
tower just by asking. I was able to get
Wayne Wyckoff up into the control
tower for a look at what goes on in the
tower and the things that were going
on to prepare for the upcoming race.
The drive back from Cleveland was
uneventful except for the 45 MPH on
the highway due to the heavy rain.
Bruce: Cleveland is relatively close
to our home in Michigan, so we decided to do something a little different
and take our London Taxi Cab to MG
2000. This gave the family to opportunity to ride together in one vehicle. We
also took the back roads to Cleveland
and made a two-day journey to get
there.
A couple of the more memorable
events during the week included the
Cuyahoga River cruise that started
from Lake Erie and meandered up the
Cuyahoga River to view a seldom seen
view the Cleveland area. The other
event was a tour of the Rock & Roll
Hall of Fame. What a great chance to
see decades of music history lay out in
one location.
The Saturday car show was held
at the Burke Lakefront Airport on
the shores on Lake Erie. An interesting location, the show provided a
location close to both downtown
Cleveland and the Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame. Saturday night finished as most
convention events do with a trip out
the parking lot to say good-bye to close
MGB Driver
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friends. Sunday morning found the
family loaded into the London Taxi,
filled with diesel and making our way
home after a fun filled week.
Rick: Cleveland certainly rocked
during the four days of MG 2000, the
Register’s 9th annual convention.
Jean and I drove our 1969 MGC to
this event, caravanning with Dane
Lay and his (then) girlfriend, Ellen
in his (now my) 1968 MGC. This was
a “short” trek for us as it was only a
good days’ drive to Cleveland from
St Joseph. The Emerald Necklace MG
Club outdid themselves in hosting this
event. They had one of the best pieces
of regalia that I had purchased to date
– a t-shirt with all of the past NAMGBR
conventions listed on the back ala a
rock band’s event shirt. The parking
lot parties were great (even though
the rain shortened a couple of night’s
festivities. This was also one of the
larger conventions of the Register held
to date, with about 400 cars on the
show field (which was in a parking lot
near the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and
a docked WWII submarine) Jean and
I took the opportunity to visit both of
these attractions. We could have spent
days in the R&R HoF. Again, the time
spent in Cleveland ended too quickly;
our trip home was uneventful.
Tony: Cleveland has been the largest NAMGBR event to date with about
450 cars in attendance. This four-day
event included the usual parking lot
parties, but also The Cuyahoga Valley
Tour. This tour included two, halfday drives in the upper and lower
Cuyahoga Valleys. The first half-day
included a tour through the rolling
hills of the Cuyahoga Valley National
Park (the upper valley) and is about
15 miles from downtown Cleveland
and Lake Erie. Part of this tour included a funkhana during the lunch
stop which people really enjoyed.
On the next day, participants headed
north from the hotel and it took them
through the industrial portion of the
29
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valley through the steel mills and
plants in the “flats”. This gave the
people a real contrast between the
northern and southern parts of the
valley. Also included was a boat tour
on Lake Erie which also took the folks
down the industrial portion of the
river through the same areas they had
driven the day before. The car show
was held on the tree-lined parking lot
of Burke Lakefront Airport in downtown Cleveland, only a short walk
from the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Museum, the Science Center and a
number of other attractions.

MG 2005
Olympia, Washington
Jai: MG 2005 in Olympia, Washington, gave me the opportunity to
drive out to the west coast with Rick
Ingram. Rick and I had met many
years before and always ran into each
other together at the shows we attended. Rick had been able to drive to all of
the conventions up until this one. Due
to some unfortunate circumstances,
he would not be able to have his car
in shape for the drive to Olympia. I
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MG 2005 showfield, Olympia, Washington

asked if he would be willing to make
the drive with me and he agreed. I
drove to Illinois and picked Rick up in
my 75 MGB towing a small trailer that
contained more stuff than either of us
had ever taken on a trip before.
The first hiccup on our journey
came near Iowa City, Iowa, on the
afternoon of day one. The rear tire
on the car pretty much exploded and
shredded itself. Rick was lucky in that
he likes to keep his arm hanging out
the window, but had just brought it
back inside the car. We did have a
spare and a jack and a lug wrench, but
Rick was not sure of the quality of the
spare. Never having planned a long
trip such as this one, a spare needed
only be good enough to get you maybe
10-15 miles back home. Rick said a better plan would be to get a new or much
better tire and retire the spare back to
the trunk. This was the first of many
things Rick would teach me on the
journey. It took several phone calls and
a stop or two to get a replacement and
get back on the road.
Attractions we visited on the way
out to Olympia included the Badlands,
Mount Rushmore, and the Crazy
Horse Monument. I know about Mt.
Rushmore, but was not familiar with
the Badlands area or Crazy Horse,
but thanks to Rick we enjoyed them
all. We also visited Little Bighorn and
enjoyed speaking with several of the
MGB Driver
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Park Rangers at this site. I got to introduce Rick to Geocaching. This is using
your GPS to find various sites that may
or may not have a “cache” hidden at
a given set of coordinates. We visited a number of these including the
gravesite of the man who played in the
TV series Sky King.
The Red Lion Hotel in Olympia
was in a very nice venue. There wasn’t
too much traffic in the area, but it did
mean a bit of a drive to get to some
offsite attractions. There were many
local activities to keep attendees busy
along with a trip to visit the LeMay Car
Collection. The museum had a varied
and interesting collection of vehicles
that were display in a unique way.
There were many different opportunities to enjoy the local food and visit
with old friends and make some new
ones. There were several different Tech
Sessions and wonderful car show and
awards banquet. The MG Car Club
Northwest Centre prepared a nice mix
of activities for those who attended.
On the way back from Olympia,
Rick and I visited Pike’s Peak, not the
top, just about 2/3 of the way up the
mountain. Problems with the mixture
on the carbs prevented us from making it to the top. We also visited the
Arches National Park, the Bonneville
Salt Flats, and the Wendover Utah area
where several movies were filmed. One
of our last stops before making it back
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Memories
to Rick’s was the Dwight D. Eisenhower Presidential Library. We didn’t
get to spend a lot of time, but the little
time we did spend showed what a great
man he was.
Rick showed me once again it’s
not always the destination, but the
journey that makes enjoying your MG
memorable. Rick – thanks for sharing
the adventure.
Bruce: This convention was a real
turning point for Connie and me. After a string of 12 straight conventions
that we had attended as a family, with
Wayne in college, Connie and I made
the trip on our own.
Our trip took us through Chicago
and Wisconsin into Minnesota our
first day. After waiting out a severe
thunderstorm the next morning, we
closed our day in South Dakota. On
Day Three we enjoyed the scenery in
Wyoming and finished our day in Billings, Montana. Day Four we traveled
to Thorp, Washington, to stay with old
neighbors of ours from Michigan.
On Wednesday, we made the
two-hour drive from Thorp to the Red
Lion Hotel in Olympia, Washington…
host hotel for MG 2005. The hotel was
located in a great location with a number of restaurants close by.
Friday night was special as we
made the trip to the Squaxin Island
Indian Center and a chance to sample
the Northwest Salmon Barbecue. The
salmon was excellent and the tour
of the new Indian Center was a real
chance to experience the history of
Native Americans in the area.
Saturday found me up early trying
to clean 2,000 miles of bugs off my car
before the show. Next to me in the car
wash area was Alan Magnuson and
Bob Gloyd, two the main organizers of
MG 2009 in Breckenridge.
Sunday morning, with the MGB/
GT packed, Connie and I headed north
to Lyndon, Washington. Like Holland,
Michigan, Lyndon was settled by the
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Dutch and have a downtown area
modeled after an old Dutch village
from the Netherlands. Monday morning found us in Everett and a change to
spend some time at one of the companies I work for. Monday afternoon, we
traveled back over the Cascade Mountains and once again spent the night
in Thorp. Early Tuesday morning, we
started our four-day journey back to
Michigan.
Rick: A surgery that I had earlier
in the year prohibited me from driving
one of my MGs to this event, but I was
fortunate to be able to occupy the nav-
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igator’s seat of Jai Deagan’s 1975 MGB
for this road trip out west. Jai picked
me up and our first day’s drive too us
to Sioux Falls, Iowa. We blew a right
rear tire in Iowa and spent a couple of
hours in a small town for that repair.
No big deal, but we were traveling by
the seat of our pants and had not made
any hotel reservations on the trip out
nor back from Washington. We found
this to be somewhat of an oversight
on our parts as we were traveling on a
holiday weekend, the Fourth of July.
We were fortunate to find a hotel that
evening and corrected our mistake of
no-reservations by calling ahead for
the remainder of the trip. Our second
day’s drive took us through the Badlands and to Keystone, South Dakota
where we overnighted. Keystone is just
to the north of Mount Rushmore; we
watched the Fourth of July fireworks
from a small bar in town. The next
morning we were one of the first cars
to enter the park, and the highlight of
my experience there was meeting one
of the stone carvers who worked on the
monument when it was being formed.
After leaving this national
monument, we drove a little south to
visit the Crazy Horse memorial before
heading northwest. On our way to
Coeur d’Alene (our third night’s stop),
Idaho, we stopped in Little Big Horn to
pay our respects to General Custer and
his men. Our drive through Montana
was uneventful (I forgot to mention
that Jai is a “geocacher” and we made
a few stops) although we did lose a
fender to Jai’s trailer somewhere along
the way.
After we checked into our hotel in
Coeur D’Alene (which just happened
to be the same hotel that I stayed in
on my trek out to MG 99!) we found a
small brew pub for supper and enjoyed
this city’s fireworks display. Our drive
to Olympia the next day was uneventful. Jean flew into Seattle and met me
at the hotel. I had a rental car while in
Olympia. I chose a convertible (why,
I’m not sure, as it rained a lot while we
were in town). The event was a good
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event, held at the Red Lion Hotel. I
met up with several enthusiasts that I
had crossed paths with at MG 99. The
closing banquet was a good one, with
the Top Point Concurs car (a MGB LE)
and Paul Hanley’s 1964 MGB gracing the banquet room floor. Jai and I
took a southern trip home from MG
2005, visiting Wendover Air Base, the
Bonneville Salt Flats, Arches National
Park, Pikes Peak, and the Eisenhower
Presidential Museum and Complex
along the road home. Again, this road
trip proved a plethora of memories
and visits to sites that I would not
have experienced had it not been for
NAMGBR and its annual meet!
Tony: The Northwest US was the
location for this event hosted by the
Olympia MG Car Club, Northwest
Centre. The Seattle-Olympia area
offered beautiful scenery for some
great driving tours to Mt Rainier as
well as Mt St Helens. The area around
the hotel offered some great things to
do including the harbor overlooking
Washington’s Capitol Building. The
Host Club also arranged a wonderful salmon (barbequed on a wooden
plank) or chicken barbeque at one of
the Native American Reservations.
The food was wonderful and they also
gave us a very interesting presentation
about their history and customs.

Final Thought

Jai: You too can enjoy these
adventures with friends. Get your car
ready and plan to drive to one of the
NAMGBR conventions or a nearby
local show. You will create memories
that will be with you for a long time. If
you drive it, you’ll have fun.
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2009 Watkin’s Glen Vintage

Gran Prix and Festival
All photos provided by David Kinsey

By David Kinsey
Tidewater MG Classic Car Club

T

he day after coming home from Afghanistan in May, I bought a 1980
MGB. Actually I had sent a down
payment a month earlier because I
just knew it was the car I wanted ever
since owning a 1970 MGB/GT and two
other MGBs in my 20s. It’s a great car
and has been well taken care of; but,
of course, that didn’t stop me from a
long list of “doing stuff” to it to make
it mine, make it a little better, and
repairs here and there, and new tires. A
big thanks to the great guys at Abacus
Racing, BRB Automotive, and my local
club tech sessions.
“So,” I say to myself, “do something with it, man!” A quick check of
upcoming events revealed the Watkins
Glen Vintage Race and Festival and I
was hooked. It took about a month of
preparing, including lodging, reservations for a winery-sponsored tour/
rally, hoping to find someone who
would go with me, finding a tow dolly,
fixing the tow dolly, getting advice
on my car, fixing the car, and, most
importantly, having the motor mount
welded – which I found out about at
the tech session; thanks, guys!
I got lots of great advice on tow
dolly usage and decided to disconnect
the driveshaft; marked the shaft so it
went back on the same way it came
off, and had no trouble towing with
my Explorer. I traveled via the Eastern

Shore, crossed the Lewes-Cape May
Ferry, picked up my friend Lorin, and
we hit the road for New York. I swear,
from Philly to New York is all uphill!
I didn’t realize how much until I was
driving back and found it was almost
all downhill! Total driving time, with
vehicle in tow, stopping for gas and

tolls, and the ferry ride, was about 12
hours each way.
We stayed at the Relax Inn in
Montour Falls, about four miles south
of Watkins Glen. It was a great little
place, at about half the cost of staying
right in the village and closer to the
track. The weather forecast predicted

The B packed up on the tow dolly for the trip.

Getting the car ready for the winery tour.

David in a loaner suit for fun on the track.
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Lorin enjoying her fast lap around the track at Watkin’s Glen.
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rain off and on all day Friday and Saturday, but the weather gods smiled on
us and it really only rained a little on
Friday night and early Saturday morning. Other than that it was excellent
weather.
I was up early – Lorin says I “pop
up like toast” –to get the MG unhooked and driveshaft reconnected.
We took the Red Newt Cellars Winery
tour that included a 65-mile charted
“rallye” through the upstate New York
Finger Lakes region. The scenery, the
cool crisp air, the vintage cars, and the
girl were all beautiful. Picture perfect! I
was grinning from ear to ear the whole
time and Lorin just laughed at my utter delight with the whole thing. She
had fun watching me have so much
fun. They split the group of about 100
cars into two routes that began and
ended together and they didn’t tell us
where the split was. It was sort of like a
“Hash House Harriers” run with cars.
Lorin did a great job navigating (having never done it like this before!) and
we found we were leading the group
most of the time, and then we signaled
for someone else to take lead if we
missed a turn. The sounds of Cobras,
Porsches, Lotuses, Mustangs and, of
course, lots of great MGs filled my ears
and senses. It was great fun having
“vintage” be the norm, rather than the
exception. In the middle of the rallye
we all stopped for lunch at one of the
local river falls, gawked at cars and

Lorin & David with his 1980 MGB.
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Looks like Dave made his own way down the track at Watkin’s Glen

kicked tires, and downed little bottles
of champagne Lorin had thought to
bring. Perfect!
At the end of the rallye, each of
the tour groups (several wineries sponsored them) gathered on cue at the
state park to stage us for taking part in
an annual ritual – driving the old road
course through the countryside and
villages, and starting and finishing in
downtown Watkins Glen. Now, they
warn you orally and in writing that
the roads are not closed and all laws
are to be obeyed. But, of course, reality
is a bit different. The local gendarmes
were posted at key intersections and
pretty much looked the other way if
you dropped into second gear and got
a little tire squeal (or girl squeal! haha!)
at a tight, fast turn. I was unable to
keep up with the two Cobras in front
of me on the uphills (loved hearing
them roar away), but I managed to
lose the Mustang behind me in the
turns, only to hold him up on the
straights and the long uphill sections.
I apologized later, but he just grinned
as no one was feeling anything but
good vibes on that day. It was simply
fantastic and everything I thought
it would be and more. The MG ran,
cornered, and sounded great. Some of
the long, steeper hills required that I
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stay in third gear and just wind it out,
as fourth was taxing. Lorin was quite
happy that I didn’t have the horsepower I wanted as she thought we were
already going fast enough; thank you
very much.
By late afternoon the road course
laps were winding down and we all
were allowed to park our cars along
the main drag, by virtue of being in
the tours. It was a great treat to walk up
and down the street and talk to owners
and even sit in a few and really enjoy
being immersed in the vintage era and
village. The whole town was openadult-beverage and everyone was in a
great mood. There is so much positive
energy at these events it reminds me
of why I love running with friends. Everyone is interested in each other’s stories and sharing their tales of mistakes
and successes. It brings out the best in
people and the vintage car experience
is the same. We had a great dinner at
the marina overlooking Seneca Lake
(every meal we had the whole weekend
was excellent) and eventually went to
bed, happily exhausted.
Saturday morning dawned with
a little rain but it didn’t dampen my
spirits. I’m up like toast again so had
to use my excess energy to go into
town for coffee and breakfast. Dunkin
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Donuts is a good bet and there’s
a great bakery and coffee shop
on the main drag downtown.
Saturday was the day for racers to
qualify and for driving on the race
course for me and many others.
You have to sign up for the car
show and to have your car judged,
whether you figure you’re in their
league or not. That’s the only way
to drive the laps and your car has
to be at least 25 years old. A very
large area of the infield was set
aside for all of us and it was great
fun seeing the restored cars – some
of them more exotic than others,
such as one of my faves, the beau- One of many vintage car racers enjoying the day on
tiful green and chrome Allard, of the track.
course with a tan interior!
We then watched a few more
Walking through the pits was a
qualifying laps and Lorin was a real
blast and seeing all the Morgans (this
trooper as I just walked around pit
year’s Marque), including two threeafter pit, car after car, lost in car world.
wheelers (one had an open valve pushI definitely owe her one from this trip!
rod assembly), the old MGs (mostly
We left a little early that day because I
TDs, one TF), dozens of MGAs and Bs
didn’t want to overdo it and we wanted
and plenty of GTs, some great Jaguars,
to take a nap and then enjoy another
Bugattis, and many others. I ran into
great dinner and evening in town.
Brock Yates and chatted for a while
It was so great, all weekend, to drive
next to his very exotic, open-wheel
around and park in the village of Watracer. I even saw the first V-12 Jag I had
kins Glen with vintage cars of every
seen at Summit Point at its first showdescription surrounding you – it was
ing in America, with Bob Tulius’ name
like being in a movie!
still on the door. On that day, many
Sunday was a spectating day. I was
years ago, Bob had to call it quits three- glad I had bought a couple of camp
fourths through the race because the
chairs the day before (yes, forgot to
huge V-12 and the clutch it required
bring ‘em; now I have two more) and
had worn out his clutch leg.
I had been to the Glen a couple of
On our walking tour, I happened
times so knew the best viewing sites.
upon a booth that was lending Nomex
We picked a good one near the “boot”
suits to drivers for test drives. I figured
and watched all those beautiful cars
I had nothing to lose and asked if he’d
roar by in grand style, some racing a
lend me one. He said, “Sure!” much to
little harder, some just having fun.
Lorin’s amazement and my utter deThe Collier Cup, an all MG event, was
light. I got the video camera mounted
of course the best. The 1954 MG-TF,
on the boot and I was set, brother! The same year as me, was my sentimental
race course lap, though not as fast as
favorite.
the open road course laps on Friday,
As noted before, the entire
was a memorable event. Imagine
weekend was an epic event in my life,
driving your own MG, Nomex suit on,
shared and made even more special for
beautiful girl by your side, through
me by my friend, Lorin. I indeed felt
the esses and then the last turn, and
like I had asked for my dream weekend
finally coming down the front straight for Christmas and got everything I
to the finish line at The Glen! Epic.
wanted. Life is good!
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NAMGBR Regional•June 11-13

By Steve Hart
MG Car Club Rocky Mountain Centre

T

he MG Car Club Rocky Mountain
Centre invites you to join us for
the 58th Annual Rallye Glenwood
Springs, the oldest continuously held
rally in the United States, on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, June 11, 12,
& 13, 2010. For the first time in this
long history, the 2010 Rallye Glenwood Springs will also serve as the
2010 South-Central
Regional Meet of the
North American MGB
Register.
Since its inception, the MGCC-RMC
has hosted the event,
which began when a
hardy group of sports
car owners discovered
the joys of top-down
motoring in Colorado in MGs that still
had lift-off tops and
running boards! The
Rocky Mountains of
central Colorado, with some of the
most breathtaking scenery in America,
formed the backdrop for the Rallye
Glenwood Springs through fifty-seven
previous years. Vintage and classic
cars from as far away as California
and Illinois have shared the twisting mountain roads with their newer
counterparts for octane-related festivities. Enthusiasts have come from as
far away as England to drive borrowed
MGCC-RMC cars through such fabled
Colorado mining towns as Leadville
and Aspen on their way to Glenwood
Springs.
The weekend is a marvelous opportunity for car enthusiasts to join
together for sunny days, cool nights,
and unique events. The fun begins
on Friday with a scenic Road Tour
winding through the canyons and
over the mountain passes from the
Denver suburb of Arvada to Glenwood
Springs. Saturday’s main event is the
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Rallye Glenwood Springs – a timespeed-distance rally to challenge both
the novice and the experienced rallyist
through the beautiful valleys around
Glenwood Springs. The weekend culminates with the Banquet on Saturday
night and the Car Show, Funkhana,
and awards presentation on Sunday.
To turn the trip to Glenwood
Springs into a longer vacation, you can
emulate Presidents Teddy Roosevelt
and William Howard Taft in taking
high tea in the historic
Hotel Colorado and
fishing the trout-laden
Roaring Fork or Frying
Pan Rivers. You could
add something the
presidents never experienced – a thrilling
gondola ride up the
mountain to spend a
few hours climbing
through Glenwood
Caverns, followed by
a relaxing swim at the
huge hot springs pool
and spa in the evening. Also nearby
are both ends of the spectrum for mining town explorers – celebrity-filled
Aspen in one direction and artisanfilled, former coal mining town Redstone and scenic quarry town Marble
(origin of the stone for DC’s Jefferson
Memorial and Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier) – in the other.
Additional information and
registration forms are available on the
MG Car Club, Rocky Mountain Centre
website at http://mgcc.org/. You can
also contact Glenwood Chairman
Don Arnst at 303-940-4778, E-mail:
vonarnst@msn.com or Publicity
Chairman Steve Hart at 303-985-2763
or stephen_hart45@msn.com. The
mailing address for registration forms
is: Dick Fuller, 6036 Crawford Gulch
Road, Golden, CO 80403. (note the
2010 Rallye logo commemorates the
60th anniversary of the introduction
of the MG-TD in the U.S.)
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MGB 2500 Mile Road Trip
Wyoming
By Wayne Veatch
MG Owners Club of Northern California

H

aving survived the run to
Breckenridge and Highway
50, and being so impressed
with the way my ’67 MGB
handled and behaved on that
2,200 mile run across deserts and
mountains, I drove it from San
Francisco to Sheridan, Wyoming,
for a family reunion. This was
a solo trip from August 3 to 13,
with no accompanying sag wag- Stunning scenery awaits all who ventures into Wyoming.
on, fellow MG drivers, or rolling
repair shops. Avoiding the Intercamping in Yellowstone and Grand
state where possible, I made a left turn
Teton parks, then on to the middle of
at Rock Springs, Wyoming (having
nowhere in Idaho on Highway 20.
first re-tuned the carbs at WinnemucA left turn to Twin Falls, which is
ca), took the top off and went northnot interesting after the bridge over
east to Sheridan via the scenic route:
the Snake River Canyon, to an overSouth Pass City (a ghost town), Lander
night at the very cute Nat-Soo-Pah
(I nearly hit a deer on a main street in
Hot Springs campground and soaking
town), Thermopolis (a soak in the hot
pools, to Jackpot, Nevada, and right on
mineral pool), the beautiful Ten Sleep
I-80. I made a left at Battle Mountain
Canyon, the Powder River Pass in the
(after breakfasting at the only decent
Bighorns (at 9,666 feet), and through
restaurant in town) and took 305
the burg of Buffalo.
south to good old Austin, Nevada. A
Sheridan is a neat western town.
right turn there, dinner at the Basque
The return trip took me east over the
restaurant in Reno and a snooze at MoBighorn Mountains (at 9400 feet),
tel 6, then home again.
No problems at all
with the old B. It ran
smoothly and effortlessly (thanks to the
cruise control). I cured a
pre-existing front end vibration by replacing the
left front wheel before
left (three broken spokes
had it a bit out of balance)
and I continue to sing
the praises of the zip out
rear window. It makes for
plenty of fresh air, while
avoiding being battered
Wayne at the Powder River Pass Elevation 9666 feet.
and burned across the
desert.
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Michiana Brits Tour Route 66
The Michiana Brits invade Route 66.

By Keith Wishmeier & Larry Palguta
Michiana Brits

O

ur caravan consisted of eighteen hearty souls in a Spitfire,
TR-6, Stag, four MGBs, a Mini
Cooper, and a Mercedes. We all met
on Thursday, September 17, at Jennie
Rae’s Restaurant outside LaPorte, Indiana for breakfast and great homemade
jam, and then proceeded down Rt 2
through LaPorte and to Valparaiso
where we picked up US 30 to Joliet,
Illinois.
We gathered at the Route 66
Welcome Center in Joliet. Using trip
packets consisting of a Route 66 Illinois map, 37 pages of turn-by-turn
instructions retrieved from the internet, we headed off down Old Route
66. In Wilmington, we stopped at the
Launching Pad Drive-in for a photoop at the Gemini Giant. Our first
lunch was at the Polk-a-Dot Drive-in
in Braidwood where Jake and Elwood
were dancing outside of the restaurant.
I think we saw the historic two-cell,
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two-story jailhouse in Gardner.
We mostly tried to follow the
older 2-lane routing of Route 66. Much
of the route follows the frontage roads
that parallel I-55; there were many
twists and turns crossing back and
forth across the interstate. Route 66
has been re-routed at least three times:
the first routing from 1926 to 1930,
the second from 1930 to 1940, and the
third routing from 1940 to the closing
of Route 66 in 1977. This created most
of our challenges as often the route
was not clearly marked. We passed
through many of the often missed
small towns to find the old historic
Route 66 points of interest.
In Dwight, we passed the AmblerBecker Texaco and the Marathon
Oil Stations. In Odell, we stopped at
the old Standard Oil Station, which
operated from 1932 to 1975, where
we inspected a tiny 1953 Winnebago
camping trailer. Atlanta featured beautiful wall murals and the Bunyon Giant. In Lincoln, we saw a phone booth
on top of the City Hall, and then the
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see! Many of us also visited
Lincoln’s office, Lincoln’s
home, Lincoln’s tomb, and
the Old State Capital, and
several cars visited a quilt
shop in nearby Rochester.
At least another full day
in Springfield would have
been great.
On Saturday after
breakfast, all but the Stag
(a bit of car trouble) headed
down Route 66 to St. Louis.
From here on the Route 66
signs became very confusing. We started out on
the 1930’s route, some of
it four-lane, but often we
could see very old origiA giant blimp packin’ humanoid welder, donning a green
nal segments of 66 off to
jump suit and aluminum shoes is just one of the many vistas
the side with piles of dirt
waiting you on Route 66.
heaped up to keep us from
driving on them – there
Mill Restaurant with broken windmill
blades and apparently under perpetual was a bit of cheating here! Much of this
part of the trip was driven on frontage
restoration (still closed). We tried to
roads.
find a dead-end alignment between
Where do you find a steamboat
the Old Union Cemetery and the Holy
on a lake in the middle of Illinois farm
Cross Cemetery. There used to be a
country? In Raymond, of course, at an
bridge carrying Route 66 across Salt
Creek. Really messed up here and only independent Holiday Inn and in Litchfield we found the Sky-View Drive-In
found the cemeteries and a locked and
Theater, the Ariston Café, and the
rusty gate.
Route 66 Café. In Mt. Olive we checked
Finally, we arrived at our lodgout the Old Soulsby Shell Station with
ings, the Route 66 Motel and Confergas at 33.9 cents per gallon! Just before
ence Center in Springfield, Illinois.
Hamel the group split up with six LBCs
After settling in, we were off to dinner
getting on I-55 and heading to Jim &
at a local pub-like BBQ restaurant.
Stacey Weddle’s garage in St. Louis to
Springfield was the main goal of the
see their awesome car collection. The
trip. What a great city for all things
rest continued on Old 66 heading to
Abraham Lincoln. After breakfast on
the Chain-of-Rocks Bridge over the
Friday, we all drove into downtown
Mississippi River. For us, this was the
Springfield and split into several
best road of the trip with hills and
groups to see the sites, and great
curves and beautiful scenery and for
sites they were. We had an hour-plus
several hours we followed this Route
guided tour of Frank Lloyd Wright’s
66 segment catching some of the
Dana House, observing pure Wright
original Route 66 sections. We crossed
architecture and learning the story
the Chain-of-Rocks Canal, created to
of the Dana family. We had lunch
bypass the chain-of-rocks rapids in the
downtown (always eating!) and then
Mississippi, and drove onto Chouteau
went to the new Lincoln Museum. We
Island, and then on to the Chain-ofneeded more time than available as it
Lakes Bridge over the Mississippi. We
would take several days to do justice to
walked the one mile crossing, no cars
this outstanding museum - it is a must
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the plaques describing each car and
its unique history. Finally, we broke
away from the cars and sat down to a
allowed, past the bend in the middle
sumptuous hot lunch of pulled pork
of the bridge and on into St. Louis,
sandwiches,
Missouri.
veggies, desThe group
serts, and
of six LBCs
beverages.
stayed on
After
local roads,
enjoying
the
but then had
tour and lunch,
to hop onto
it was time
Interstate 70,
for the club to
and arrived
head back to
at the Weddle
Springfield.
garage to find
Jim and Stacey
Jim & Stacey
hopped into a
out front to
1952 Bentley
greet each
Special race
car. Inside the
car and led the
lobby was an
group back
old post-WWII
to and along
salt flats “Belly Lethal hot dog toting giant guards the MGBs.
a portion of
Tanker” racthe nearby
ing car with a body made out of an
Interstate, to ensure we got headed in
aircraft fuel tank. Today a wonderful
the correct direction. The visit to the
buffet lunch was waiting just for the
Weddle Car Collection was greatly
Michiana Brits, but even better was
enjoyed by all of the club members.
a garage full of classic automobiles of
Jim and Stacey were wonderful hosts
which about half are British. The club
and made everyone feel very welcome
wandered about the cars and read
and comfortable.

Adjustable Oil Pressure Relief Valve
By Carl Gwyn
Sacramento Valley MG Car Club

E

ver since I rebuilt my
engine, I have not
been happy with
the oil pressure. It would
always run about 50 psi
when warm at 3000 rpm
and drop to 20 psi at idle
(850 rpm). However, there
are occasions when I am
driving during the summer
when the temperature is over
100°F and the engine is getting very
warm, that the pressure drops a little
below 50 psi while cruising along the
freeway. This makes me a little nervous
even though I have been assured by
reliable sources that the pressure is still
adequate. I just do not like running at
the minimum of the specifications. I
always think that if something were to
happen, I would like just a little more
of a margin for error. This being the
case, I thought I would look into how
I might be able to raise the pressure to
its before-rebuild value of 65-75 psi.
My first steps were to look at the
diagram in the manual and watch
John Twist’s video on YouTube. From
these two sources, I assumed that the
problem could lie with the oil pressure
relief valve. I arrived at this decision
because when I rebuilt the engine I
had replaced all of the bearings, rebuilt
the oil pump, and also had the rocker

arm assembly reworked. I just could
not see that I was losing that
much pressure from bearings. I did remember that
when I disassembled the
engine there was no
packing in the pressure
relief valve so I did not
put anything in upon
reassembly. Replacing
the relief valve and adding
packing would be the simplest place to begin. If there
were no change, it would be time to
look deeper, something I did not want
to even think about.
I ordered a new pressure relief
valve, spring, packing and washer.
Upon receipt of the parts I got my
pre-project counseling from Lawrie
Alexander, which proved to be invaluable as always. The major warning
Lawrie gave me was that once out, the
valve is rather difficult to get back in
because of the pressure required to
compress the spring while trying to
twist the cap and start the thread. I
had previously heard that it is good to
make this a two-person job with one
person to compress the spring, and
the second to turn it with a wrench. I
called my friend Doug Peterson who
knows his way around Mini’s and
machine shops, and asked him to aid
me on the project. This turned out to
be a wise decision on my part in more
ways than one.

Figure 1 - Exploded view of pressure relief valve

Frank Patton’s 1969 MGB at MG 2009 in Breckenridge, Colorado.
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Oil Pressure Relief Valve
Generally, the pressure relief
spring pushes the valve into place
and maintains the oil pressure at the
recommended specification. The force
on the valve can be increased by adding “packing” which is usually done
by placing washers between the spring
and the valve or between the spring
and the cap. More packing means
more pressure on the valve and the oil
pressure should rise as long as there is Figure 3 - Adjustable pressure relief valve in place.
not excessive loss from the bearings.
the carburetors and with Doug comOne major problem in doing this job
ing down from the top with a socket
is in deciding how much packing to
for the twisting pressure and with me
put in. Too much and the pressure is
underneath to guide the cap into the
too high, too little and the pressure rehole and hold the socket so the ratchet
mains too low. To change the amount
would turn, we finally got it started.
of packing requires the removal of the
After all of that I was happy that we
cap again and going through the pains would not have to remove it again to
of putting it back in. Doug recomadd or remove packing. We threaded
mended we try a solution that he had
the bolt in and felt it make contact
used in racing Mini’s that would allow
with the spring. A couple of turns on
me to adjust the pressure on the spring
the bolt against the spring, carburetors
thus allowing me to adjust the overall
back in place, and we were ready to
oil pressure. To do this, a hole is drilled start it up (Fig.3).
through the cap and tapped for a 3/8²
Upon starting the engine the oil
fine thread bolt. The packing from
pressure immediately went to 58 psi
Moss was a solid round metal blank
cold. One additional turn on the bolt
was placed between the spring and
increased the pressure to about 65 psi,
bolt (See Figs. 1 and 2). Since Doug ofand we locked it in place with the lock
fered to make this set-up from an extra nut. I let the engine warm up to regucap he had at home, the only answer I
lar temperature and now the pressure
had was an enthusiastic yes.
is about 53 psi at idle (850 rpm) and
With the custom cap in hand we
right around 70 psi at 3000 rpm.
jacked the car up and set it on jack
The road test was excellent. I took
stands. Access to the cap from underthe B on a 60 mile trip and the oil presneath was okay and it was soon out.
sure never dropped below 70 psi while
The old valve had to be fished out with driving on the freeway and remained
a magnet, but that was not too bad.
at 40 psi during idle. There was no
We put the new valve and spring back
leakage out of the adjusting bolt that I
in, stuck the packing into the cap with
could detect. I am ecstatic to now have
some grease and started to get very
oil pressure at the upper end of the
frustrated with trying to get the thing
specifications for a change. Needless to
in. Lawrie had the excellent suggestion say, this would not be a solution for a
of starting the cap without the spring
worn engine in need of an overhaul.
to ascertain just where the thread
I want to thank Lawrie Alexander
would catch. With this spot marked,
for his counsel and Doug Peterson for
it would take a minimum amount of
his counsel and work on this project.
twisting to get it started. This was exWithout them I would still be under
tremely helpful, but we just could not
the car, lying in a puddle of oil mutterget the thing to catch. So, I removed
ing dark things.
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Ted’s 1966 MGB

By Kim Cox
MG Owners Club of Northern California

T

his is how it all began: my dad
traded in his prized grey 1961 Bugeyed Sprite on a green 1966 MGB
in November of 1965. He later wrote
on the invoice “Sprite Steal” indicating
how he felt about the $650.44 trade-in.
Notable on the purchase order
are the accessories: seat belts, heater,
tonneau cover, sway bar freight, and
dealer prep. The seat belts were $17.50,
while the radio was $75 (installed).
In June 2008, my Dad picked out
a green Honda CRV to replace his 1995
Ford Explorer. The MG was always garaged and Dad’s daily driver, the Ford,
was parked on the driveway. (Alas, in
2007 Dad backed the MG into the Ford
and the MG took the brunt of the accident.) At this stage
of Dad’s life he was
tired of cleaning the
outside car everyday;
the MG needed to
give up the garage
space. The folks were
also beginning to
think about reducing
their “stuff”. They
asked what things I
might like to have at
some point, meaning
furniture or “stuff”.
I came home and
asked Charles about
it. His first thought
was, “The MG!” I
thought that they
might say no, and
laugh at the suggestion. But they knew
that Charles and I
were the only family members that
could keep the green
machine going. My
dad took no time in
getting us the paperwork and asking us
MGB Driver
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to come pick it up. He had enjoyed his
MG and now it was time for someone
else to. All he asked was for Charles
to keep the MG as original as it was
(because Charles is a developer of
racecars).
We took possession of the MG that
same month. Charles promptly began
assessing various fixes and needs of
the car, and ordered the necessary
items. Unfortunately, work took him
on the road for nine weeks and he
didn’t return until September (many
boxes accumulated in the office). During this time, it was my job to start the
MG once a week (after disconnecting
it from the battery tender). Because the
existing muffler dragged horribly low
and scraped on our driveway, I felt no
need to take the MG out for a drive.
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Ted’s 1966 MGB
Interestingly, the motor, which has
147, 000 miles on it, has never been
rebuilt. Charles has ideas of course, but
not for now!
Having this car in the family
since 1965 lends to many funny and
entertaining stories by everyone who
has taken it on a road trip or just to the
supermarket. My dad drove it almost
every day to work at Cabrillo College
in Aptos, where he was the water polo
and swim coach for over 38 years.
The MG was covered every day and
sustained being hit once in the parking lot at Cabrillo. A driver backing
out of a spot managed to hook the
back bumper and pull it off, as I recall.
(There may be more, but there are
some stories dad keeps to himself.)
I learned to drive a stick shift in
the MG at the Cabrillo College parking
lot. I remember driving the car over to
Stanford for an appointment when I
was 16 or 17. It was quite the feat going
over Highway 17 in it. One time my
older brother and I drove it to Sacramento to visit cousins. On the way
home, there was traffic at the Carquinez Bridge and the car began to heat
up. My brother panicked and pulled
us off the road. We ended up taking 80
around and down, somehow getting

back to Santa Cruz. There were no cell
phones and no CSAA to call back in
the early ‘70s.
My mother’s favorite story is when
she and her friend drove the MG to
their monthly bridge club event. The
house was out in Aptos, off the beaten
track, up Day Valley Rd. Very country,
very dark. My mother and her best
friend, Shirley, left late to drive home.
The usual coastal fog had come in and
visibility was poor. They drove down
the windy road, wondering why it was
so hard to see. They rolled the windows down and leaned out calling the
route to one another until they arrived
at Shirley’s home. There they discovered that one must push the little lever
on the dash in order for the headlights
to work! My mom did not share this
adventure with my dad for sometime.
Of course, there are many stories,
auto shop repairs, and services that my
dad never shared with my mom. Better to not hear her sigh about the MG
again. I can remember eating breakfast
and Dad leaving for work. We would
all hold a moment of silence when he
got in the MG and turned the ignition.
Did it turn over? Did it start? Is he out
of the garage? Did he leave his coffee
cup and glasses on the top again? One
of the best parts about the MG was you
knew when Dad was coming down

the street! Sure could tell that distinct
engine and transmission sound.
Since taking possession of the
MG, Charles and I have had several
fun adventures. We especially enjoyed
the MGOC tour of San Francisco last
fall. After taking the MG out on the
road, over Highway 17, all around San
Francisco, and back down Highway 1
to Santa Cruz, we were beat up, tired,
and thrilled. What a great day. (Shortly
after that, Charles had the wheels
trued: 62 or so of the spokes needed
to be replaced. That certainly helped
with the steering wheel vibrating 20
ways to heck.) The trip up Mt. Hamilton was quite the adventure and an
awesome road trip. We were a little

fearful of a boil over as we got down
the mountain and drove 680 to 280,
and then over 17. We got off in Scotts
Valley and took the frontage road as
the traffic was backing up again and
the temperature was climbing closer
to 212 degrees. The MGs by the Bay
event was hot, but fun. We met some
very interesting folks with great stories
to share. We enjoy taking the MG out
on a Sunday morning for a little drive
to our favorite Mexican restaurant or
down Highway 1 to Phil’s Fish Market
for fish and chips.
We look forward to many more
adventures in the MGB and especially
love the many thumbs up and smiles
we get out on the roads.

Photo by Kim Cox

Charles and Kim Cox’s 1966 MGB.
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NAMGBR banner strung up between two trees at the British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, Pa..
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Pulling My Little Red Wagon
All photos provided by John Zeno and Ron Parks

that was made out of
an MG. This peaked
my curiosity and I
started asking her a lot
of questions. She did
not know much about
it, but said she would
send me a picture of it.
A few days later I got
the pictures, called
her right away, went to
look at it and bought
it.
It is made from
the back ends of two
chrome bumper MGBs
welded together. It is
Polished and ready for all MG road adventures.
painted red and has
By John Zeno & Ron Parks
wire wheels with a
MG Car Club, Southwestern Ohio Centre
Union Jack painted on the front trunk
lid. All the lights were working, which
ny of you who drive a MG on
meant there were four tail lights,
trips that require you to take
four license plate lights, and four side
luggage, are well aware that it
marker lights. I disconnected the front
has to be the soft sided kind so that it
lights because I did not think the old
can be crammed into the trunk (luggenerator on the MG could handle it
gage boot). If there are two of you and
and also feared that at night it could
if your companion happens to be a
be mistaken for a car backing up in the
woman, as mine is – lookout! For some
wrong lane.
reason she needs more clothes and
It was necessary to modify a few
things than I do, so I end up jamming
things. The tongue had to be bent so
things in every little hole I can find.
the trailer would ride level and the
I sometimes find these things weeks
channel that the body was bolted to
later, long after returning home from
had to be cut to allow room so the banthe trip.
jo (differential) housing would not hit
For me the only answer was to
when going over a bump. I also added
build or buy a trailer in which to carry
two beer spigots, non-functioning, to
spare parts and other necessary items.
the front of the trailer just for fun, and
I first looked at a trailer designed to be
they made good conversation topics at
pulled behind a motorcycle. I thought
car shows. Everybody wanted to know
they were a bit small and very expenif they were hooked up, which got me
sive for what you get. I started looking
to thinking of ways to carry and hook
around for the back end of a wrecked
up a quarter barrel of beer.
MGA or parts car. Most of them I
As a member of the Southwestern
found needed a considerable amount
Ohio Centre of the MG Car Club in
of body work, not to mention finding
Dayton Ohio, I discussed it with my
a frame on which to mount it. After a
compatriots. We engineered a solucouple of years of toying with the idea,
tion to our dilemma. I cut a hole in
I was at a car show when a woman
the floor of the rear trunk to accept a
came up to me and asked if I knew of
galvanized box big enough to contain
anyone interested in buying a trailer
a quarter barrel of beer, two inches
49
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Pulling My Little Red Wagon

All photos provided by John Zeno and Ron Parks

of foam all around and a sufficient
quantity of ice. I had the box built and
mounted it low so the trunk lid
would close. The MGCC-SWO
members helped by donating
some of the hardware necessary
for dispensing beer and I purchased the rest. Times when we
could not obtain a replacement
barrel, like at MG ’96 in Indy,
the box made a fine cooler for
canned beer and other refreshments.
On all MG Car Club functions where liquid refreshments
are required, I pull the trailer.
We have great fun and do a lot
of socializing. I might add that
nobody in the club has ever over
indulged, which speaks well for
the character of the people we
have in our club.
A trailer hitch had to be designed and built. It is mounted to
the bumper brackets and extends
under the body to the tubular
cross member of the frame on my
MGA. I have pulled the trailer to
Niagara Falls; Winston-Salem;
over the Blue Ridge Parkway; to
Lansing and Grand Rapids; as well
as to many club functions and
have had no problems. The trailer
pulls very well without much
strain on the MGA. Some of the
MGB people are not too happy to
see a trailer made from MGBs, but
I tell them, “After all, that is about
all they’re good for, Ha!” And you
know they never turn down a cold
glass of draft beer. When I take
it to a car show, more people are
interested in the trailer than my
car, which makes it a bit frustrating at times. I think using an MGB
rear end gives you more room
inside than using an MGA rear
end would. One of our members
is considering using the rear end
of two MG midgets, which might
be an interesting and different
solution.
Epilogue By Ron Parks, MG

Dissassembly for reengineering and stripping.

Trailer having a bit of fill and being sanded.

Trailer stripped down to the metal.
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Car Club Southwestern Ohio Centre.
removing lights chrome and trunk
John Zeno moved to Kentucky to live
lids. Before long, stripper was applied
with is son Steve after his wife Jo Ann
and paint was bubbling. While strippassed away in 2005. In 2006, John
per was dabbed on and paint and filler
and Steve towed the trailer behind
were slowly being removed, another
the MGA to Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
group began sanding the red trunk
to participate in the MG 2006 event.
lid. It was decided that the lid with the
One evening while club members were Union Jack painted on it would not be
gathered around the trailer enjoying
stripped and repainted. After a nice
cold beer, John and Steve informed the lunch of grilled hotdogs and brats,
group of their
courtesy of Cardecision to doole and Terry,
nate the trailer
work continued
to the club,
on the trailer
stating that it
and at the end
was not being
of the day it was
used enough
stripped to bare
at their place
metal. The trailin Kentucky,
er was moved to
as there was
a body shop the
no local MG
following day,
club and would
where some
get more use
body work was
and enjoydone before the
ment by the
shop was closed
members of the
due to health
Donated to the MG Car Club Southwestern Ohio Centre problems of the
MG Car Club
Southwestern by: John Zeno, 2006
owner. Club
Ohio Centre in
member Jim
Dayton. The club took delivery of the
Cooley finished the body work and
trailer in December of 2007 at the Holpainted the trailer in April of 2009
iday party where John and Steve Zeno
just in time for club members Dave
got the long distance award for driving McCann Jr. & Sr. to take it to Key West
from Kentucky with club trailer in
Florida for the MGA regional meet
tow. With gratitude, John’s donation
where the trailer appeared in the
of this gift to the club was recognized
Conch Republic Independence Day
by lettering affixed to the trailer for all
parade for the second time. Before the
to see. However, much work took place
trip to Key West, the trailer’s tires were
on the trailer before the lettering could remounted on the wire wheels with
be affixed.
the wide whitewalls that matched
Paint was bubbling in several
John Zeno’s MGA tires so well, turned
places on the trailer and it was decided
to the inside. It was felt that on most
that the trailer needed to be stripped
outings, the trailer would be towed
to bare metal to insure any rust got
behind an MGB most of which would
fixed properly before painting took
have black wall tires.
place. This was done in February 2008
The trailer was officially dedicated
in Terry and Carole Looft’s spacious
and accepted from John Zeno by club
clean workshop in Wilmington, Ohio.
President Skip Peterson on August
Club members arrived to the aroma
16, 2009 at the club picnic, when the
of fresh coffee and the sight of donuts
following lettering was affixed to the
which Terry and Carole had ready
trailer: “Donated to the MG Car Club
for us. In short order, club members
Southwestern Ohio Centre by: John
converged on the trailer and began
Zeno, 2006”
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Interview with Robert Clark

company that would run my mold
during their third shift, and I’d fill
up my old Ford truck with still-warm
bins and get home before midnight.
I had a little ad in British Car & Bike
originally to market them.

Robert holding his first product, a battery box.

(Editor’s Note: I met up with Robert Clark
of Clark and Clark Specialty Products at
the BMTA conference in Philadelphia.
Robert’s company has designed many
aftermarket parts such as the plastic battery boxes and other products sold through
major suppliers.)
Q: Just about every MGB owner I know
has at least one of your battery boxes in
their car. What gave you that idea and
how did you get started with production?
When I was at Purdue in the in the
1980s studying mechanical engineering, my 1965 MGB was my only
car. Space was always at a premium,
so I had constructed a tin battery box
behind the driver’s seat that was really
handy for spare parts, etc. I figured a fiberglass design would make for a neat,
ready-made product. After graduation,
I began working for a Tier 1 Automotive Supplier and quickly learned
about real-life manufacturing. During
evenings and weekends, I worked on
the side to find ways I might manufacture the battery bins. I was a young
newlywed with little money, so had
to be pretty creative in getting them
produced. My first mold quotation
was almost a year’s salary! I found a
local floor sweeper manufacturing
52

Q: Have you always been a fan of the
MGB?
I didn’t even know what an MG
was, until I bought a ‘63 roadster as
a “gas saver” car during the oil embargo. It was 1979 and I was 16 years
old. I’ve had MG fever pretty bad
ever since. I used to doodle the MG
logo on my high school folders, had
MG ads in my locker, and work on
the car every chance I got. It was the
greatest thing for dating, too…
Q: How do you come up with your ideas?
I am an inventor by nature, so
I’m always coming up with ideas to
solve problems, automotive or otherwise. Many of my ideas for sports cars
have come from first hand experience
driving them. I’ve also occasionally
have people come to me with product
suggestions.
Q: How do you go about finding a manufacturer?
I am fortunate to be living in West
Michigan which is very entrepreneurial and has many, many manufacturers, especially those that supply the
auto industry. The trick is to find
suppliers that are able and willing to
run small quantities – and at a decent
price. They all want big quantities, of
course. Over the years, I’ve developed
relationships with a great group of
smaller manufacturers.

the Miata and the PT Cruiser.
I’ve also done an office furniture product (furniture manufacturing is big in West Michigan), and am working now on a
home interior product line.
Q: What kind of advice do you
have for someone out there who
has what they believe to be a good
idea and would like to bring it to
market?
Well, on one hand it’s
easier than ever to bring a
product to market. The interThe white mold and the black battery box product.
net has opened up all kinds of
opportunities for a regular Joe
to market and sell, and the Far
started producing a Seat Belt Guide
East is a resource for relatively inexthat will be really popular with 1970
pensive tooling. On the other hand,
and later MGB owners. I have other
it’s still a pretty big undertaking to
ideas in the works, too, but they’re top
develop and produce a product, find
secret (ha ha). You can find all 200 of
a way to market and sell it, and make
my products on line at www.clarkanda profit. But I encourage anyone with
clarkinc.com.
the entrepreneurial spirit to take the
plunge.
Q: Do you produce products for other British cars or even non-car products?
Robert Clark is President of Clark
Yes. It was pretty natural to take
and Clark Specialty Products, Inc., a
MGB ideas and apply them to other
manufacturer of Specialty Automotive
LBCs. Once I got familiar with other
Products based in Holland, Michigan.
cars, new ideas would come up that I
You can reach him at robert@clarkanwould pursue. I make parts for most
dclarkinc.com
60s and 70s British Sports Cars, plus

Q: Do you have any new products in the
pipeline?
Always. I just came out with a
cool Battery Lid for chrome bumper
MGBs called the “QuickLift” that has
easy-open hinged covers for your battery and battery bin. I also have just
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Technical Talk
Dear Mr. Twist,
I forgot...... You recommended using the
NAPA Gold fuel filter for the MGB. I cannot remember the part number. I have a
1973 MGB.
Thank You,—David Meith
David,
The number of this compact, paper,
see-through filter is NAPA 3011. Originally we purchased them through
BAP/GEON with a part number of
VW136.
Hi John,
I have a 1972 MG Midget. It came to me
from the previous owner equipped with
an electronic ignition, a Webber 32/36
progressive carb, and a free flow exhaust
system. I have the timing pushed up to
20-degrees BTDC with vacuum removed
at 1000 RPMs. The carb has a flat spot
on acceleration and the exhaust tends to
have an unburned gasoline odor. Compression on all cylinders ranges from 130
to 140psi. The plug colors all appear
normal. It gets about 25 mpg.
Is there something I am missing on tuning
this to eliminate the flat spot, get better
gas mileage, and eliminate the unburned
gas odor?
Thanks for the help! —Mark Ledgard
Mike,
The stumbling you experience is
caused by the fuel falling out of suspension and puddling on the bottom
of the intake manifold. This is nearly
impossible to solve. The SU carburetors are so far superior to the Weber
in this application that is a mystery
to me why anyone would remove the
beautiful SUs.
There are several things you can
do. Re-choke the carb to a smaller
diameter so the airflow is faster
through the smaller venturi. I do not
have information about this. Set the
timing at 32-degrees BTDC MAX at
4000 rpm, vac disconnected. Then,
connect the vacuum to manifold
vacuum. If you cannot get good
vacuum from the carb ports, then
drill both legs of the inlet manifold
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
and tee your vacuum fitting from
that. You can also run a heater return
line across the bottom of the inlet
manifold to heat the manifold, which
keeps the gasoline from puddling.
Dear John,
Two years ago I had a complete rebuild on
my ‘77B engine. At that time the old (shot)
Weber 32/36 DGV carb was replaced with
a Weber (Solex?) 34 DGEC. In spite of all
adjustment efforts there is a “flat spot” in
the car’s operation. It runs fine at full pedal, but on any non-load drive situation it
“stutters” when I attempt to apply gas in
a normal fashion. I’m running a 25D distributor with points (no electronics). Also,
no emissions equipment installed. Is there
anything I can do to salvage the DGEC
before I dump it & spend $350 to get back
into a 34/46??
Thanks,—Bob Thomas
Bob,
Offhand, there was probably nothing wrong with the Weber 32/36.
They just don’t wear. They do get
dirty, but cleaning is an easy process. All Webers (all downdraught
Webers) have a flat spot when fitted
to MGs. This is caused by the gasoline falling out of suspension at low
speeds because the venturi is too
large. You have several options. The
first and BEST is to fit dual SU carbs.
These will perform wonderfully
throughout the rpm range. Do not
fall for the hype that Webers make
the car run faster or better – they
don’t.
Set your timing at 32-degrees BTDC
MAX at 4000 rpm, vac discon55
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nected. Then, connect the vacuum
to manifold vacuum. If you cannot
find this port on the carb, then drill
both legs of the manifold and tee the
vacuum advance from there. From
the outlet at the rear of the cylinder
head, rig a manifold heater so that
the inlet manifold does not become
so cold (which then precipitates the
fuel). That’s really about it. All Webers have this stumbling problem.
Hi, John,
I am restoring a 1965 MGB. The body
work and painting are all done and engine
and transmission are going back together
(a little hotter than before thanks to some
expensive Moss & British Victoria upgrades). I got some new 72-spoke chrome
wire wheels and Pirelli P4 radials which
I’m hot to get on the car, but first I need to
get the new rear brake drum over the new
rear brake shoes (never had BOTH new
at the same time). I’ve got the adjustor
backed all the way off.....any hints?
Also, I got from Moss a brake repair kit
(for front & rear brakes) and there were
only two springs for each side instead of
the three springs shown in your video and
in the parts catalogs. Seems to be missing the “handbrake lever spring” – these
aren’t shown in my Haynes manual or my
old Factory workshop manual drawings
(though the Haynes book seems to show it
in the photo).
I’ll send away for a pair of them (Moss
part 181-770) which I guess I need anyway, but I don’t know if they will help me
get the drums on. I loved your video on the
rear brakes and the transmission mount.
Thanks, —Jim Llewellyn
Jim,
Obviously the new shoes and new
drums should fit together, but here
are three things that may be the
problem: The shoes are radiused too
large – solution, sand them down;
the drums are too small – solution,
have them turned (this seems selfdefeating as you’ve just purchased
them to account for extreme wear
on your originals); the brake cylinder pistons are too long (pushing
the bottom of the shoes outward) –
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solution, remove some length of the
pistons on a lathe.
When all the parts came from the
factory, they all fit together. Now,
parts come from here and there
and no longer conform to factory
specifications. This is the bane of all
British car mechanics. You had the
note about not having return springs
for the handbrake so I assumed that
you didn’t have the handbrake connected. If you DO, disconnect it and
start again.
John,
I bought the 1973 BGT. I have not driven
the car, but the engine is now running
great. Previous owner had installed a
clutch pressure plate (Borg & Beck) without a release bearing contact plate (?) and
some odd plastic covered release bearing. I
pulled the engine/trans, and the pressure
plate and release bearing are wasted. I
drained the trans and O/D oil prior to reinstalling and pieces of the planetary gear
needle bearings and cage were found in the
oil. I opened the trans (looks good) and the
O/D (looks bad). One of the planetaries
in the carriage assembly has eaten its
bearings, heat blued the carrier, and badly
damaged the annulus plus the brake linings are chewed a little. Everything is now
cleaned and the other parts look okay.
Does this happen as normal wear or is
this the possible result of the reverse switch
being wired to power the o/d solenoid? I
am not positive that this is what happened, but all the wiring was cut and
twisted back together incorrectly by the
previous owner.
I am primarily interested in locating a
good used 22/61972 LH o/d unit. If you
have one or lists of reputable breaker
yards, I would appreciate info. Also, what
are your prices to rebuild? It seems that
most of the parts warehouses don’t sell the
parts that are damaged in my unit.
I have enjoyed your video clips and
articles. I have a completely restored 65
MGB/RD since 1982 and am interested in
turning the 73GT into a daily driver with
an 84-89 Nissan 300zx turbo engine and
trans. Thanks for any help,—Tom Wade
Tom,
The damage you describe is not
common, but I’ve certainly seen it
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before. I would not ascribe the failure
to anything – not abuse or neglect
(unless the unit was low on oil). It’s
just one of those things.
The pieces you need – the planet
assembly, the annulus, and the brake
ring are available – although some
of the parts will be used. Try Paul
Dierschow at Sportscar Craftsmen
in CO, (303) 422-9272, as he has a
wonderful selection of parts. You can
usually repair the planet assembly
with parts from another damaged
unit.
Hi John,
I’m making slow progress on my ‘71 MGB
restoration and have come to a couple
stumbling blocks. I hope you can help. The
first is probably simple enough, but I need
some clarification. My ‘71 has been clumsily de-smogged and I’m not sure what I
should do. The canister that should have
had several hoses connected to it has been
discarded, the air pump and rail removed,
and the holes in the cylinder head blocked
with cap screws. The front tappet cover
has a hose connecting it to the intake.
There is a tube on the valve cover with a
small hole and since the oil filler cap is unvented I assume the small hole on the tube
is a “metered” air inlet for the crankcase
ventilation system. Air would be drawn
through the valve cover, ventilating the
crankcase, finally passing into the intake
via the hose between the intake and front
tappet cover.
If that is correct, where did that tube on
the valve cover connect to originally since I
assume it drew “clean” air from somewhere. (The missing canister maybe?) I
believe that canister was also where my
gas tank would have vented to. Is that
correct? I read your technical assistance
de-smogging info and it sounds pretty
straight forward. Unfortunately my car’s
smog system has been butchered and I
need your technical guidance to get it
sorted.
My other question concerns small part
for my starter motor. My MGB has the
Lucas 25660B starter. The bakelite end
on the solenoid was cracked so I replaced
the solenoid. While the starter was out I
dismantled and cleaned it for painting.
The commutator shows no wear, growler
test indicates that the armature is good,
MGB Driver
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the fields, brushes, bushings, etc. are all
good, but the rubber bellows (gaitor), part
number 37H4793 is pretty well disintegrated. Neither Moss nor Victory British
show that it is available. Obviously these
starters are rebuilt somewhere since Moss
wants the core returned for $100. Do you
know where I might find a new gaitor for
my starter?
Thanks again for your help. Perhaps by
fall I’ll be able to drive my MGB to Ada for
a visit. —Cliff Salmons
Cliff!
I have some videos up on YouTube –
I do believe that there is one about
the function of the ELC system
(evaporative loss control) that will
aid you a LOT in trying to get this
connected back up correctly. Go to
YouTube and then search for “universitymotorsltd.” I don’t have the
specific video title handy.
On a 1971 MGB, fresh air enters the
bottom of the charcoal adsorption
canister. It is drawn through the
charcoal to purge the unburned
hydrocarbons (gasoline), and then
into the valve cover. From there,
it is drawn out of the front tappet
inspection cover and into the front
of the front and the rear of the rear
carb. This is a wonderful system and
should be left in place.
Also connected to the canister is the
gasoline tank, so that any air entering or exiting the tank must pass
through the charcoal (again to keep
unburned hydrocarbons from the
atmosphere).
Also connected to the canister are
the vents from the float bowls on the
carb, so that atmospheric pressure
is available to push on the gasoline
and so that, upon shut down and the
resulting rise in under bonnet temp,
the expanding air/fuel vapors do not
escape into the atmosphere but into
the charcoal.
The bellows, the gaiter, separating
the solenoid piston from the lever
which controls the position of the
starter gear, is rarely replaced on “rebuilt” starters and is sometimes even
missing. You will be just fine leaving
your old one in place.
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Tech Talk
Hello John,
You have given me some good advice
before when I was stumped; I hope you
can help me with this one. I am trying to
replace the right rear wheel axle seal on
my 1973 MGB/GT. My problem is that I
cannot get the 1 5/16” nut to turn. I have
removed the cotter pin of course, secured
the hub from turning with a 1/2” steel bar
between a wheel stud, the hub and the
concrete floor while the car is on jack
stands. Then with a 1/2” drive, 2’ breaker
bar on the socket all on the nut the nut will
not turn. I can stand on the breaker bar
with my full body weight of 220#’s and it
will not budge. As I look at the nut I am
turning counter clockwise. The exposed
axle threads are in perfect shape. What
is going on? I am afraid that I am going
to break something or the breaker bar will
shatter in my face.
When I bought the car that seal started
leaking while being towed home on a dolly
(it was throwing out a lot of fluid). I had
a reputable shop with MG experience
replace that seal, change the fluid and
replace the brake shoes. At that time the
shop said the fluid was black and smelled
awful, but other than that nothing
else. Here it is a year later and the seal is
leaking again, but only a drip or drop. So
if you want something done correctly, do it
yourself, right?
Incidentally, the seal on the other side
appears to have never been changed as it
has black paint on the nut, cotter pin and
the exposed threads. The previous owner
did not know why the seal started leaking
while being on the tow dolly as he said
it did not leak before. Any help that you
might give me will be appreciated as I am
stumped.
Thanks, —Dirk S. Lewis
Dirk,
We use impact tools here, driven
by air, and we’re always successful removing that nut. How to do
it at home without air? Car on the
ground, wheels blocked, associate on
the brakes, long breaker bar. If that
fails, then heat up the nut – propane
won’t do it – it’s got to be hotter. All
that fails? Drive to a shop and ask
them to use their air ratchet on the
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nut – then replace it by hand (with a
lot of grease) and drive it home.
I do have a video on how to change
the spacer and seal – I believe I do
– on YouTube. Look for “universitymotorsltd” and peruse the videos
listed. We’re building up a database
but haven’t got it done, yet.
John,
I enjoyed your video on the web and quick
look at your website. One of the comments
you made was to ‘ask’ about what brand
of camshaft to purchase. I’m a novice in
working on a hand me down 1975 MGB
and am on a limited budget, but noticed
that it will need a new camshaft. I’m at
a point that has me wondering just how
much engine work to do on this and if a
camshaft is all I need once beginning to
tear into things?
I’ve seen “kits” and wonder if that is the
way to go, or might it be less expensive to
exchange a used engine for a rebuild?
Thanks again for the videos, —Rich C
Rich,
There are four factors which determine the condition of an engine:
compression, condition of the cam,
oil pressure, and oil consumption. So,
obviously, the condition of the cam
is very important. There are easily
over 50 different cams available. You
want to purchase a good cam! Your
best bet is to purchase a NEW cam
from APT www.apt-fast.com and the
cam followers or lifters. You need not
get exotic – you can get away just
fine with a stock cam (252 degree
duration) but the most you want is
270. There are reground cams but,
gosh, those are often of far lesser
quality.
A rebuilt engine can cost $4500 (you
can buy them for $2000, too, but you
get what you pay for). My suggestion would be to change the cam and
lifters. Then, change the rod bearings, three of the five main bearings,
and the oil pump guts. Eventually,
get the cylinder head ported and
polished. If you have more questions,
please give me a call. Be sure to look
at our videos on YouTube (search for
“universitymotorsltd.”)
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John,
I’ve followed your YouTube videos for a
while and have found them very helpful –
thank you for those! I wanted to get your
thoughts on 1970 MGB roadster I have
my eye on. It’s a split rear bumper (if that
matters) and has been sitting for nearly
20 years. We don’t have terrible rust
problems here in the North West, but this
one has the usual rotted floors, trunk, and
front fender dog legs. Of course, sitting
for that long means a total rebuild, but I
was wondering if the 70 split bumper was
worth any more than other B’s. I can take
this home for $300, but by my estimate
I’d need to put about $12K in to it to be
a decent driver. Yes, I am capable of the
project – my recently completed project
is 67 TR4A that’s winning 1st place in
shows. I have about $18k in to that and
feel I could at least recoup my money after
a few years of fun with it. That’s all I
could ever hope for on most cars. Do you
think that’s possible with the B I’m looking at? Regards, —Brian
Brian,
There are few “deals” in the world of
used MGBs. If you want a car to drive,
then find the most beautiful, most
stunning, best one you can – and buy
it! Even if you have to spend $15,000
you’ll have less money invested than
if you purchase this one for $300 and
fix it up. And, the car you purchase
for $15,000 will always be better than
any attempt at restoration, unless
you go to EXTREME lengths to make
sure your restoration is absolutely
complete. But... where is the fun in
that?
You have to enjoy the process. You
have to enjoy the disassembly, the
cleaning, the welding, the painting,
the reassembly. If you love the process, then go for it!
I doubt the split bumper makes the
car any more (or less) attractive than
any other MGB. Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder (some guys like redheads, some like blondes).
Mr. Twist:
I’m in the Navy and stationed in Everett, Washington. I was given a real nice

MGB for free. It has no rust and looks real
good. It has not been on the road since
1982, it has been in a storage locker since
then. I got the car running, runs real good,
the guy I got it from said it didn’t run. I
had to buy a fuel pump, got an electric
one, I’m on a tight budget, (got three kids)
so I went cheap. It works well. Just as I was
getting ready to start driving the B, the
thing has no spark? I am willing to pay for
advice; I really need to use this car.
I’m no electrical genius and haven’t got a
clue why there is no spark. I checked for
loose wires from the coil to the distributor,
none. I bought a new cap and rotor, nothing. I pulled the distributor (the way you
show in a video) thinking I could change
the points, no points just a little module,
I’m assuming it is a factory electronic ignition, it is a Lucas distributor. I can’t find
an electronic distributor locally. If I buy a
point type distributor, will it work in my
car as mine is electronic? I would appreciate any advice you could offer.
Thank you, —Fred Roach.
Dear Fred,
Thanks for defending the shores!
The year of your MGB must be 19751980? Only those were fitted with
electronic ignition (and most of the
1975s had points). It is time consuming to go over all the possibilities, so
I would ask that you give me a call.
Suffice it to say that to run the engine has to have compression, spark,
and fuel. You can check for spark by
removing a spark plug wire from a
plug, pushing it onto the shank of
a Phillips screwdriver, then holding
the screwdriver by the plastic handle
and allowing the shank to be about
1/4” from something metallic (the
dipstick, the coil, something), have
your associate spin the engine over.
You should see a nice, crisp spark
up to 1/4” long. If there is no spark,
then try again with the wire entering the center of the cap. Still no
spark? Remove and refasten all the
wires associated with the coil and
distributor. Still no spark? The unit
is probably faulty. But, again, I need
more information to advise you. Year
and model would be great – even
a picture of the distributor and coil
would be helpful.

REMINDER: JOHN TWIST IS PLEASED TO ANSWER YOUR TECHNICAL QUERY.
YOU CAN E-MAIL HIM AT JOHNTWIST@UNIVERSITYMOTORSLTD.COM.
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Registrars of the NAMGBR
MGB Limited Edition Registrar
1967 MGB/GT Special Registrar
Ken Smith

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith

P.O. Box 8645, Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 683-2906 • kensca@cox.net

5 Willow Lane
Farmington, CT 06032
(860) 674 1179

Midget Registrar
Col. Robert Swetzer

New Generation Registrar
James Woolf
lbcnut@aol.com

Our Valued Supporters

P.O. Box 1145
Red Rock, AZ 85245
(520) 904-3768
RobertSwetzer@aol.com

1974½ MGB Registrar
Scott Perry

538 Hooper Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93065
AndrewPerry34@gmail.com

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Dan Masters

P.O. Box 6430
Maryville, TN 37802
(865)982-9373
DANMAS@aol.com

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Bill Barge

930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-6476
brgmgb@aol.com

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
mgsrfun4me@aol.com

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan

11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
JDeagan@aol.com

Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins

2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
(919) 676-8888
wlhawkins@yahoo.com
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Our Valued Supporters

Our Valued Supporters

Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads. Send
ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO
63109. Ads only accepted in writing. Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to
refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

1969 MGC/GT and 1971 MGB for parts – both

cars are complete. The MGC has all the C specific
parts except the wire wheels – good windshield
and recondition radiator. Let me know your needs.
Other parts available.
Dave Ring (580) 382-1050
OK
050610

Our Valued Supporters

1980 MGB LE - Black, 84k miles, all original with

overdrive; body in good shape, motor runs well,
regularly serviced; dust cover included; garaged
during inclement weather/stored winters. $5,500
obo. Bob Downs, (231) 723-8209
or sundowns@charter.net MI
050610
1967 MGB – BRG/tan/tan – Robbins cloth
top, hard top, Dayton wire wheels, documented
$17,000 in restoration, multi-show winner, great
driver – last of the Mark I classics. $14,000;
Charline Moon (828) 692-5153 NC
050610
1974 MGB/GT – Body shell, soda blasted and
primed; original floor pans with no rust! Excellent
for restoration or V8 conversion - $1000; 1800
engine with fresh rebuild, never started, good
transmission with overdrive - $1500 obo; Doug
Plemmons (828) 775-7343 NC 		
030410
1965 MGB GHN3L64200 – OE White/Red with
grey packaway hood. Heritage papers. Excellent
driver, no rust; currently equipped with ex-rally
2-liter motor and is very quick, have original
engine and equipment. 4-sychro overdrive. Otherwise original. POA, email for details Phil Smith,
mgpsmith@att.net CT 		
030410
1977 MGB – Sandglow/Autumleaf; factory hard
top, overdrive; many upgrades including Pertronix
distributor, SS exhaust, 15” Minilites, lowered
1.5-inches, and many more. Numerous show
awards, including MG on the Rocks, MG 2008
Best in Show. Show quality inside and out and
drives even better than it looks. $16,500
Neal Becker (717) 332-8708
or neal.112@hotmail.com
PA 		
030410
1967 MGB/GT Vintage Racer – white #188, driver
retirement but not the car – needs good home!
Competitive for 13 seasons; Fab Tek engine and
lots of parts; ready for the 2010 season - $13,000
obo; Bob Walker, (719) 646-5910 or
janet_wal@msn.com CO
010210

Selling or Buying an MG?
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

WANTED

Parts for MGTF restoration – Need Trip Odometer
reset cables, button and associated hardware for a
1955 MG TF. Contact Ed Boyer at (269) 668-7612,
or e-mail at eboyer3@verizon.net. Referrals to
other possible sources also appreciated.
050610
Looking for Volume 1, Issue 2, April/May 1991
of the MGB Driver. Also, looking for mugs from
the University Motors 1993 Summer Party. Tony
Shoviak, 321 Ridgepoint Circle, Waterville, OH
43566 or call (419) 878-2041 OH
010210

PARTS FOR SALE
MG RV8 Front Suspension Unit – BMH item has

completely redesigned sub-frame, ball joints, tube
shocks, four pot calipers with vented disks. These
are no longer available! Updated with Koni adjustable shocks by Clive Wheatley. Bolt-in installation, ideal for V8 projects. $2700 plus crating/
shipping. Bob Sherman (250) 764-0775 BC 050610

MGB parts and supplies – FREE to good home.

I had to retire my 1975 MGB, leftover parts and
supplies free to someone who can use them; come
and get them or pay for shipping. Half-tonneau
cover; bars for half-tonneau cover; seat upholstery
kit (passenger seat only); rear panel from interior
kit; jute bag for jack in trunk; sun visors; battery
compartment cover; oil filters; electrical connectors, fuses, etc; black carpet kit (excluding some
pieces); astray; fluids: silicone brake fluid, Castrol
LMA, Castrol Hypoy, shock fluid; three Rostyle
wheels (rusty); one snow tire; one regular tire;
tarp that covers top; complete run of MGB Driver
magazines; other miscellaneous bits and pieces,
used and new. Rob Jacob, (781) 860-7995 or rjkjacob2@gmail.com MA
030410

Exhaust system 1962-74 MGB – Falcon

stainless-steel exhaust, almost new, $200 plus
shipping. Stanley Feigenbaum, (252) 249-2473 or
stan@betamarinenc.com NC 		
030410
1969 MGC engine and overdrive transmission;
engine has good oil pressure and does not burn
oil. It is complete with all accessories. Transmission is quiet with new bearings and very good
overdrive unit – both for $1000; New MGC bonnet, still in BMH box - $600. Other MGB & MGC
parts available.
Gerald Berry – (805) 434-1633 CA 111209

MGB/GT left rear quarter panel new $700; MGB/
GT right front fender new $500; or both for
$1000. You pay crating and shipping.
Jim Manning (419) 636-7127 OH

111209

Where 2 ‘B

Where 2 ‘B

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the MGB
Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2010
• May 1 .............. Britfest 2010, Succasunna, NJ • www.mgccnj.org
• May 2 .............. British & European Car Show, Williamsburg, VA • www.wmbgbrit.com
• May 7-9............ Springtime in the Smokies, Townsend, TN • www.blountbritishcars.org
• May 8............... Brtish Brutes and Beauts, Santa Clara, CA • www.triumphtravelers.org
• May 15.............. British Motorcar Day, Rome, GA • www.atlantabritishmotorcarday.com
• May 15 ............. Triangle British Car Show, Raleigh, NC • trianglebritishclassic@gmail.com
• May 16............. British Car Day, Columbus, OH • billblake@thedayesco.com

• June 23-27........ NAMGBR MG 2010, Belleville, ON • www.mg2010.com
• June 25-27........ British Summer Tour, Salmon, ID • www.idahobritishcars.com
• June 27............. British Car Show, South Bend, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• June 28-30........ Put-in-Bay Road Race Reunion, South Bass Island, OH • Manley776@yahoo.com
• July 1-3............. GOF Central, Huron, OH • www.GOFCentral.com
• July 10-11 ......... Mad Dogs & Englishmen British Car Faire, Hickory Corners, MI
• www.maddogsandenglishmen.org
• July 11............... British Invade Gettysburg, Gettysburg, PA • www.britishinvadegettysburg.com
• July 16-17.......... British and European Car Show, Calgary, AB • coefront@shaw.ca
• July 23-25......... British Motoring Festival, Windsor, NS • www.spitfirearms.com
• July 25.............. Tea at the Vicarage Rally, Howe, IN • www.michianabrits.com

• June 4-5............ Champagne British Car Fest, Bloomington, IL
• www.champagnebritishcarfestival.com

• July 26-30......... NAMGAR GT 35, Delavan, WI • http://gt35.namgar.com

• June 5............... Cars of England Show, West Chester, PA • yukon80@comcast.net

• Aug 7-8............. Show of Dreams, Wolfeboro, NH • www.highhopesnh.org

• June 5............... Mid-Iowa Brit/Euro Car Classic, Des Moines, IA • www.midiowacarclassic.com
• June 6 .............. British Return to Ft Meigs, Perrysburg, OH • tenntony@att.net
• June 6............... Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton, NJ • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com
• June 6............... British by the Sea, Waterford, CT • www.mgclub.homestead.com
• June 11-13......... South Central NAMGBR Regional Meet – Rallye Glenwood Springs,
Glenwood Springs, CO• http://mgcc.org
• June 11-12......... Heartland MG Show, Overland Park, KS • www.heartlandmgregional.com
• June 11-13......... BritsBest 2010, Radium Hot Springs, BC • www.calgarymgclub.org
• June 12-13......... Classic Car Show, Manchester, VT • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com

• June 13............. British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • www.keystonemg.com
• June 13............. The British Are Coming Show, Oakdale, NY • susantres@msn.com
• June 18-20........ MG Vintage Racers Focus Event, Mosport, ON • www.mgvr.org
• June 20............. British Car Field Day, Sussex, WI • jstockinger4@wi.rr.com

• Aug 7................ British Car Day, Dayton, OH • daytonbcd2010@aol.com
• Aug 22.............. Brits at Shaker Square, Cleveland, OH • www.nctaweb.com
• Aug 29.............. Indy British Motor Days, Carmel, IN • http://ibcu.org/
• Sept 11.............. British Car Day, St Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com
• Sept 12.............. Chicagoland British Car Festival, Des Plaines, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 12.............. Parking Lot MG Car Show, El Segundo, CA • www.scmgc.org
• Sept 12.............. Salisbury Concours d’Elegances, Des Moines, IA • www.salisburyconcours.com
• Sept 24-26........ Southeast British Car Festival, Dillard, GA • www.peachtreemg.com
• Sept 24-26........ British Rio Grande Rendezvous, Ruidoso, NM • www.baoa.org
• Sept 25.............. MGs on the Rocks, Rocks State Park, MD • www.mgsofbaltimore.com
• Sept 25.............. Brits on the Beach, Ocean Grove, NJ • www.pedc.org
• Sept 25.............. MGs on the Rocks, Bel Air, MD • www.mgsofbaltimore.com
• Oct 2................. British Fall Out, Winona Lake, IN • www.nilbmc.org

AGM contingent in a winery near Belleville, Ontario, Canada
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